
SENATE No. 235.

»

In Senate May 10, 1878.

On the 11th of April, 1878, upon motion of Mr. Coffin
of Middlesex, the Senate resolve in favor of Thomas Cahill
was taken from the table, the question on suspending
the seventeenth rule, in order to reconsider the vote whereby
it was ordered to a third reading. Mr. Coffin thereupon rose
to a point of order, which was, that the resolve was a “ money
bill” within the provisions of Chap. 1, Sect. 3, Art. 7, of the
Constitution, declaring that “ all money bills shall originate
in the House of Representatives; but the Senate may pro-
pose or concur with amendments, as on other bills.”

The Chair ruled that the point of order was not well
taken.

Upon the same day the same point was raised by Mr.
Coffin as to the House “ Bill making Further Appropriations
for the Expenses of the State Reform School for Boys,” the
question being on concurring with the House in referring
it to the Committee on Public Charitable Institutions.

The Chair delivered an oral opinion upon the point of
order in each case, overruling the same, and announcing, that,
in accordance with the usage of the Senate, he should file his
views in writing in the office of the clerk, to be inserted in
the journal.

April 19 the Senate adopted the following order

“ Ordered, That the opinion of the Justices of the Supreme Judicial
Court he requested upon the following questions:

<£ommonroealtl) of ittassadjusette.
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Newman, Oliver Nowell, David E. Blackstock, and others,
Isaac Flye, H. D. Parker & Co., Elizabeth W. Morse, Emily
J. Cressy, and in aid of the Temporary Asylum for Dis-
charged Female Prisoners at Dedham (all granting money),
respectively originated in the Senate, and were sent to the
House of Representatives. They were there held to be
money bills, which could legally originate in the House of
Representatives only, in accordance with the ruling of
Speaker Jewell upon the resolve in favor of Newman (Jour-
nal of the House of Representatives, 1868, p. 885); and a
message was sent to the Senate informing this body that the
House, on that account, had declined to receive and entertain
them. Subsequently, the House directed its Committee of
Finance to include these various matters in new resolves,
which was done, except where already provided for.

The message from the House was referred to a special com-
mittee, which submitted a report sustaining the right of the
Senate to originate the resolves in question (Journal of the
Senate, 1868, p. 388). The report was accepted.

May 5, the House Resolve in favor of H. D. Parker & Co.,
substituted for that which originated in the Senate, was
returned from the Senate, with an indorsement that it was
respectfully returned, because identical with that previously
sent by the Senate to the House (House Journal, 1868,
p. 456).

May 4, 1868, the Senate returned to the House the House
resolve in favor of Isaac Flye as identical with the resolve
which passed the Senate April 6 last past, except that the
word “April” was substituted for “January,” and was an
original resolve, making no reference to that already passed
by the Senate (Senate Journal, p. 321).

In the session of 1869, a resolve in favor of Gershom B.
Weston originated in the Senate, was passed, and sent to
the House, where it was laid aside as a money bill (House
Journal, 1869, p. 630). A new resolve to effect the same
object was introduced, engrossed, and sent to the Senate,
which returned it with the following indorsement:

Skxatb, June 22, 1869.
“The Senate having once passed a resolve identical with this, and sent

the same to the House of Representatives, and having received no notice
that the said resolve has been rejected by that branch, or that this resolve
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is a substitute therefor, the Senate consequently declines to pass said re-
solve, and returns the same to the House. ’ ’'US'

This paper having been read for information, the resolve was placed
on file (House Journal, p. 648).

The grant to Weston was afterwards included in a general
appropriation bill by the House.

In 1870 a resolve in favor of Amos Brown, a contractor,
to erect buildings for the State, was sent from the Senate to
the House, and there ruled out as a money bill; and a new
resolve with the same title was introduced, and referred to
the Committee of Finance, with instructions to include it
in a general appropriation bill. Since 1870 it has been cus-
tomary with the House to include the bill or resolve rejected
as a money bill, in a new one introduced on leave, and sent
to the Senate without notice
the House has notified the S<
since 1868. Th is practice is
times followed in the Hous
thing will be said hereafter.

The Chair is not aware that
nate of such action in any year
in accordance with that some-
of Commons, of which some

The question under consideration is one of right and
privilege such as is contemplated in Chap. 1, Sect. 3, Art. 11,
of the Constitution : “ The Senate and House of Represen-
tatives may try and determine all cases where their rights
and privileges are concerned,
tion, they have authority to
mittees of their own members,

and which, by the Constitu-
trv and determine, by com-

r in such other way as they

may respectively think The same powers, in every
nstitution upon each branch ;

that the Senate is in any way
done by the true meaning of
is a case of privilege, and the

respect, are conferred by the C(
and it has never been pretendec
restricted, except so far as it is
the words “money bills.” This
analogous questions have alway
British Parliament. It is, howc
leges of the Senate alone ; for,
of the House to originate bills (
been, and cannot be, doubted.

s been so considered in the
ver, a question of the privi-
of course, the absolute right
1 every description has never
The right of the Senate to

originate bills and resolves granting money was questioned
in 1783, soon after the adoption of the Constitution.

The controversy was apparently settled in favor of this
branch at that time, and, it is believed, was not re-opened
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for eighty-five years, or until 1868. It is undoubtedly con-
sidered by the Senate, that the settlement of 1788 ought to
be conclusive, from the circumstances under which it was
made; and it will be so argued in this place. But it is
nevertheless true that this is a case of constitutional con-
struction, which each branch, in every year, has the power of
deciding for itself. There is no ultimate tribunal which can
determine the question. For the last ten years the House
has denied the privilege of the Senate. The controversy has
created jealousy, and caused irritation. It ought to be settled
in the interest of legislative harmony and for the promotion
of public business. It is certainly to be hoped we shall dis-
cuss it with candor and in good-humor, and that the result of
research and argument in either House, aided by the disin-
terested opinion which both branches are preparing to invoke,
will convince the Senate that it ought to recede from its
pretension, or the House of Representatives that it ought to
concede the privilege.

No apology can be necessary for discussing the subject at
such length as its importance and nature require, and is in-
deed rendered necessary by the positions assumed in the
House of Representatives.

The Senate cannot originate a “ money bill.” What, then,
is meant by the term “ money bills ” in the Constitution ?

The first available exposition of its meaning was by Presi-
dent Upham in the Senate, in 1857, when there was no con-
troversy pending between the Houses, but when the opinion
of the Chair was sought by a senator upon the admissibility
of a resolve to refund to an insurance company certain over-
paid taxes (Hale’s Debates, 1857, p. 163).

President Upham’s opinion was, that“ money bills in this
clause of the Constitution means “ bills for raising revenue,”
and is therefore the equivalent of the provision in Art. 1,
Sect. 7, of the Federal Constitution. His conclusion is,
that, “in abstaining from bills raising money, the Senate
fully meets the constitutional provision on this subject.”

Mr. Speaker Jewell sharply criticised this opinion, and,
the Chair feels bound to admit, with some reason. But it
does not deadly appear whether it is printed in the debates
from a manuscript of President Upham, or is an abstract
of a newspaper reporter, as most of the reports of that year
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were. If the latter, doubtless great iniustice is done to Mr.
Upham’s reasoning. But there will be an attempt here to
show that I

In 1866 a decision upon a money bill first appears in the
House Journal Ip. 346), when Mr. Speaker Stone ruled that

Railroad
and Hoosac Tunnel was a money bill, and could not originate
in the Senate, because it provided for raising money by a

The bill appropriated $900,00.0 for the work, and for

to be bil ,ch tu-
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tionally originate in the Senate.” Most surely this was the
correct conclusion. A bill to reduce revenue by taxation
from one kind ofproperty implies, or may imply, the increase
of taxation upon other kinds of property, to meet the neces-
sities of the State. It ought, therefore, to originate with theo 7 ' o
branch which alone has power to levy or augment taxes. The
greater includes the less. A bill to raise a less amount of
revenue than before is still a bill to raise revenue. The
Senate, therefore, exceeded its power, when it refused to ac-
cept the report of its Committee, and took jurisdiction of the
bill. It is not surprising, that, upon its arrival in the House,
Speaker Stone held, that, “ whatever else the provision of the
Constitution may include, in the opinion of the Chair there
can be no doubt that a bill to provide for the assessment of a
tax to raise money to put in the public treasury is a ‘ money
bill ’ within the plain language and intent of the Constitu-
tion " (House Journal, 1866, p. 488).

It will be observed that the speaker carefully refrains from
asserting that the constitutional provision includes any thing
“ else."

With the rulings of Speaker Stone, therefore, no fault can
be found by any judicious supporter of the privileges of the
Senate.

It is, then, an indisputable fact, that the well-known ruling
of Speaker Jewell in 1868, upon the resolve in favor of
Stephen I. Newman, was the first instance in which the privi-
lege claimed for the Senate has been denied since the well-
established accord of 1788 (House Journal, 1868, p. 385).

During the time of Mr. Speaker Sanford, 1872-75, sun-
dry Senate bills were laid aside, as being money bills; but
the Chair is not aware that that able parliamentarian ever
discussed the subject from his place, or in any way more
thanformally acquiesced in the ruling of his immediate prede-
cessor. The present able and candid Speaker, Mr. Long,
has ruled out one of the matters now under consideration, as
a money bill; but the Chair may be pardoned for the sugges-
tion, that possibly this ruling is made rather in deference to
the large research and definite assertion of Speaker Jewell
than to personal investigation and deliberate determination,
as of an original question.

The privilege of the Senate was, in the same session, again
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vindicated in the report of a special committee (Senate
Journal, 1868, p. 383).

And in 1869 Mr. President Pitman re-affirmed it in a very
able and well reasoned opinion, fortified by many precedents,
and exhibiting much research. The case might safely be
rested upon that ruling (Senate Journal, 1869, p. 340, on
the resolve in favor of Edmund Bliss). But of the senators
of 1869 only one is a member r
two others have had occasion t
that, occasion having now arisei
of the House, the Chair deem;

this body, and only one or
investigate this subject; so
in consequence of the action
t expedient to discuss the

matter further, upon some aspects of the question not so
particularly adverted to by President Pitman.

Assuming, then, that the grounds upon which the House
denies the privilege of the Senate are fully (as they are
ably) set forth in the elaborate opinion of Mr. Speaker
Jewell in 1868, what are those grounds?

On p. 389 the Speaker states what he conceives to be the
object of the inquiry to be made. “The real question,” he
says, “is what was understr
the time of the adoption of
determine this, we must con
the times :

”

the term money bill at
our Constitution, in 1780. To
ult the history and writings of

“There is no doubt that
was intended to be an applic
that part of the British C(
House of Commons the excl
which imposed burdens upon
funds which had been collect

this clause of our Constitution
ation to our fundamental law of
nstitution which gave to the
rsive right to originate all bills
the people , or disposed of the
d and placed in the treasury

In the year 1678 a ver bitter contest arose, the final
result of which fixed the right of the Commons as it has
ever since been maintained

“No persons in the British Empire knew better than our
ancestors the constitutional and parliamentary history of
England : none bad followed more closelv than thev the pro-Iran they the pro
gress of the contest between the Crown and the Common;
In all cases they followed the fortunes of the Commons
they knew their prerogatives. Especially during the yearEspecially du
immediately preceding the Revolution, they had scrutinized
and examined every part of the British Constitution, and
knew as well as any, perhaps better than any, all tl
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in other words, the Speaker claims that the whole exclu-
sive privilege claimed for itself by the House of Commons,
as to originating bills of the above character, is vested in the
House of Representatives by virtue of the constitutional
provision. Let us concede for the purpose of the argument,
that such is the case. Then the whole of that privilege is
in the House of Representatives. It cannot take a part, and
leave a part: it is its duty to assert it entire. And if to claim
and exercise it entire reduces the doctrine to an absurdity,
then the whole question is again open as to what portion of
the privilege claimed by the House of Commons is really
vested in our House of Representatives.

What, then, is the privilege of the House of Commons ?

In another place (p. 401), the Speaker says, that the pro-
vision once recommended by a committee to the Conven-
tion at Philadelphia to form the Federal Constitution in
1787, “that all bills for raising or appropriating money, and
for fixing the salaries of officers of the government of the United
States, shall originate in the first branch ” (the House), “ and
shall not be altered or amended by the second branch ” (the
Senate), “it will be seen, was an exact transcript of the
rights of the House of Commons

But this does not embrace the whole right of the House of
Commons, which also claimed, as the Speaker has before said
(p. 389), “ the exclusive right to originate all bills which
imposed burdens upon the people.” And the words impos-
ing burdens upon the people constitute a vast and almost
illimitable portion of the exclusive privilege claimed by the
House of Commons.

The Speaker does not state in detail the claim of the Com-
mons, though he asserts it in gross.

Elsewhere he says, “ There lias been no change in the Eng-
lish Constitution, and no enlargement or limitation of the
prerogative of the House of Commons, within the last cen-
tury ” (p. 394).

Mr. Speaker Jewell and his successors, following him, hav-
ing thus founded their claim of exclusive privilege for the
House of Representatives upon that of the House of Com-
mons in Great Britain, of which they assume our House to
be the successor under the Constitution, just as they consider
the Senate to occupy the same position as the House of
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Lords, let us, in the first place, ascertain what and how
extensive is the established privilege of the House of
Commons. We shall also take occasion to refer to the very
authorities upon which the Speaker relies.

Lumley’s treatise on “ Parliamentary Practice on passing
Private Bills, &c.” (London, 1838), thus discriminates the
bills which should originate in either House :

“ Bills affecting peerage, restitution of honors or blood,
reversal of outlawries, divorce bills, and estate bills, except
those which contain any money clause, or in which provision
is made affecting any interest of the Crown, and bills of a
judicial nature, must originate in the House of Lords”
(page 1).

All bills containing any clause by which money is author-
ized to be raised on the subject, as by tolls, rates or duties,
penalties or fines, or in any form whatever, or which may by
construction be considered as imposing a burthen on the sub-
ject, as bills for enclosing and draining lands, making turn-
pike-roads, navigations, canals, aqueducts, railroads, &c.,
must originate in the House of Commons. Other bills may
be introduced in either House."

Says Mr. Speaker Jewell (p. 392, House Journal, 1868),
“ Hatsell is the highest, authority upon matters of parlia-
mentary law ; and, as we are now seeking to know what was
the privilege or prerogative of the Commons at the time
when our Constitution was framed, —1779-80, —it is to be
observed that his work was written in 1784, and published in
1786, and so his is a contemporary authority on this subject.”

Writing of the manner in which the Kings of England in
former times “ obtained aids, as well from the clergy as the
laity,” Hatsell says (vol. iii. p. 65), “ Whenever any extraordi-
nary aid was necessary for the purposes of carrying on a war,
or any other object, to which the established revenue of the
Crown, arising from its estates or from those dues and services
annexed to the lands which were held immediately of the
Crown, was not adequate, it was a principle, not only of the
English Constitution, but of the governments of France and
Spain, and of all the other nations which were established
upon the ruins of the Roman Empire, that the Crown should
apply to the States in whatever form they existed, and should
have no power in itself in levying this aid without the con-
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sent of the people, and subject ,to such rules and condition
as they should choose to impose.

“During the reign of the three Edwards, the grants were
by the clergy for themselves, by the earls, barons, and
knights for themselves, and the communities of the counties
for themselves. And we find that in the reign of Edward
IV., so late as the year 1472, the Commons having voted a
suPPty to be levied according to a proportion out of all
lands and tenements, the Lor Is spiritual and temporal did
also tax themselves, bv way of grant unto the King, the tenth
part of one whole year’s rev nue of all and singular their

forms of these extraordinarylands and possessions. The
grants were either in tenths fifteenths, or by way of subsi-)r

dies, or a tonnage upon win and poundage or prisage upon
goods.” Up to this time, th refore, there was no pretence of
an exclusive privilege of the
or grant subsidies, except uj

Comrdons (p. 68) to levy r taxe
an their separate estates.

But in 1407, the 9th of H nry IV., the Kins' declared, by
what is known as the Indemnity of the Lords and Commons,
“ that any grant, granted by the Commons and assented to by
the Lords, shall be the King ” by the mouth of the

'ommons for the time beingSpeaker of the Hou (

(Hatsell, vol. iii. p. 105s)

But up to 1678 the Commc
upon their right to have subs!

did not, in all cases, insist
iv bills pass unamended.

Upon page 104, Mr. Hatsel
foregoing cases, that, in the ea

rves, “We see from the
r parts of the history of this
jealousy entertained by thecountry, there are instances of

House of Commons that the o r branch of the legislaturele ot

should not be permitted to int fere with that which they
have always considered as tl ht; viz., ‘the
grant of aids and taxes to the (

In whatever mode the Lords
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any other shape, might by construction be considered as im-
posing burthens upon the people” (p. 105).

But elsewhere (p. 45) Mr. Hatsell remarks, “The leading
principle which appears to pervade all the proceedings be-
tween the two Houses of Parliament is, that there shall sub-
sist a perfect equality with respect to each other, and that
they shall be in every respect totally independent one of the
other.”

Hatsell was an officer of the House of Commons, and un-
doubtedly set forth its supposed prerogative as it has been
asserted by the House; but it will be seen hereafter that
'the House of Lords has never, formally at least, conceded it.

“ Each House has a right to originate and to pass such
bills as to them seem proper; save that the Lords have, as
appears from several of the instances, claimed the exclu-
sive right that bills for restitution of honors, or in blood,
should commence with them. And the House of Commons
have, on their part, asserted, and I believe invariably pre-
served, the exclusive exercise of the right, “ that bills of sup-
ply, imposing burthens upon the people, should be the grant
of the Commons; and that the Lords should have no other
voice than, as one branch of the legislature, bjr their assent
to give the authority of a law to the levying of those aids
and taxes which the Commons shall think Avise and fitting to
impose. Other bills of what kind soever, whether relating
to the Parliament itself, or to either House, may have their
commencement indifferently in either House.”

One bill begins with the Crown, though it has one reading
in each House, “A Bill for a General Pardon ” (pp. 46, 47).

The Speaker quotes (pp. 892, 898) Hatsell’s propositions
to show “pretty nearly every thing which has at any time
been claimed by the Commons upon this subject ” (Hatsell,
p. 140) :

“ First, that in bills of aid and supply, as the Lords
cannot begin them, so they cannot make any alterations
either as to the quantum of the rate or the disposition of it,
or indeed any amendment whatever, except in correcting
verbal and literal mistakes; and even these the House of
Commons direct to be entered specially in their journals, that
the nature of the amendments may appear, and that no argu-
ment prejudicial to their privileges may be hereafter drawn
from their having agreed to such amendments.
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Revolution, where the Lords made amendments to bills of
this nature, to which amendments the Commons did agree.
At this period they appear to have been satisfied with main-
taining the principle, “ that all bills of aid and supply, or
charge upon the people, should begin with them, and that
the Lords should not commence any proceeding that might
impose burthens upon the people.” But they soon found,
that, under pretence of making amendments to bills origi-
nating in the Commons, the Lords had inserted matter which
had the appearance of trenching upon the privileges of the

al discussions and conferences,
;s obliged to lay down the rule
‘ that, in all aids given to the
ate or tax ought not to be
within a very few years after,

d still farther, and the Corn-

Commons; so that, after sever,

the Commons found themselve
more largely, and to resolve, 1
king by the Commons, the r
altered by the Lords.” And
in 1678, the doctrine is carrie
mons refuse to agree with the Lords in some amendments
which they had made, and which related to the distribution

)f July, 1678, they came to the
upplies, and aids to his Majesty
;ift of the Commons, and all
uch aids anti supplies ought to

of forfeitures ; and on the 3d
resolution, “That all aids and
in Parliament, are the sole
bills for the granting of any

begin with the Commons; and that it is the undoubted and
direct, limit, and appoint, insole right of the Commons t

~ considerations, conditions,
of such grants, which ought
the House of Lords ”

such bills, the ends, purj
limitations, and qualifications
not to be changed or altered by

Lords, having passed a billIn the year 1587, where the
for the sale of the estate of one Thomas Handford ‘ for a
debt due the Crown,’ the Commons rejected this bill, and
passed another to the same effect.

fhe first instance that has occurred, where the Common
expressly took exceptions to the Lords inserting pecuniary
penalties in a bill, is in the year 1690. The ground and
principle upon which this objection was made, and has been
since maintained, is, to prevent the Lords from evading, un-
der pretence of imposing a pecuniary fine or penalty, that
rule so distinctly laid down by the Commons, in several con-
ferences which have been held upon these subjects, ‘ That all
charges or burthens whatsoever upon the people ought to

begin with the Commons, and cannot be altered or changed
by the Lords’ ” fHatsell, p. 109).
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Such is Mr. Hatsell’s historical account of the origin andJustor
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which they cannot depart.”
the Lords we find the following\
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'/■ W 3r history for this

We would see that(
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jriated it to the Commons,
11 then we cannot consent

isr whereof it will
)f the kingdom

They
James I.

■cl 111., Richard 11., and
Commons have con

ne with another, upon the

Lords have ancientlyv
( ft; as in

tes, that in tl
lagna (

King Charles the First, by
\\ Parliament

the words, ‘ We th
Lord d Commons in Parliament
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assembled,’ the. Lords ‘ expre ily,’ are joined in the grant
1 appear ” (p. 223).as by perusal of the statutes wi

They cite precedents of the Lords’ concurrence with the
Commons 44 in subsidies of this
3 Edward I. 44 the grant is, 4 M;

nature ; viz., customs, as in
.gnates, Prcelati, et tota Com-

munitas, concesserunt.’ ” In impositions of 44 tonnage and
poundage,” the Lords were, even at the first beginning,
joined with the Commons in the grant; as in 47 Edward HI.,

44 where it is expressly, 4 the I
44 And this style did continue
end of Ric. II.; after which,
style was various till King Hi
of acts of tonnage and poum
by advice and consent of the
do give and grant.’ This
poundage lasted Edward YI
James’ time, as the statutes th

-olds and Commons do grant.’ ”

in acts of this nature till the
n those troublesome times, the
mry YHl.’s time : and the style
lage was, 4 We the Commons,
Lords spiritual and temporal,
form of gift in tonnage and
, 2 Mary, Elizabeth, and King
emselves do declare ” (p. 224).
undeniably that the Lords have44 sthly, And, to prove most

their share in the gift of aids and supplies to the king, see
the act 9 Henry IV., commonly called the Indemnity of the
Lords and Commons; which provides expressly that the
Lords shall commune apart by themselves, and the Commons
by themselves; and at the latter end enacts, that the king
shall thank both the Lords and Commons for subsidies given
to him ” (16.)

In the conference (1691) upon the bill for an additional
act for appointing commissioners to state the public accounts
(Appendix K, p. 292 et seq.~), the Lords say 44 that they arc
unwilling to enter into a dispute with the Commons what is
the proper work of either House in relation to the granting
supplies to the Crown, or taking or examining the accounts
thereof; because they would avoid any controversies of that
kind with the House of Commons, especially at this time
having by experience found that such debates have frequent-
ly been attended with ill consequences to the public.”

44 Lastly , The House of Lords cannot allow the disposition
as well as granting of money by Act of Parliament, to have
been solely in the House of Commons, and much less,” &c

These positions were not misunderstood by the Commons
for, at the next conference on the same subject (p. 305),
their managers say, 44 For although the Lords, in the pre-
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amble of the third reason, se
having in their last reason disa

em to waive the dispute, yet
lowed the rigdit of the Com-
k! disposing public aids, the
best concern that this affair,
controversy, should be cleared

mons in granting, limiting, a
Commons think it of the hie
being the main hinge of the
and settled.”

But it was not then “cl
managers on the part of the I
their Lordships declined all art
of the Commons in granting,
aids, and therefore forebore to
kind; for that the business n
the taking accounts,” &c.

cared and settled;” for the
(Ords respond (p. 208), “That
;uments concerning the rights
limiting, and disposing public
answer any arguments of that
ow depending relates only to

And the conclusion of the w
“ that this House doth adhere
Lords to the amendments ma

hole matter at that time was,
to their disagreeing with the
ide by the Lords to the bill-Lords to the amendments rm

intituled,” &c. (p. 313).

In the year 1700, April 8 (Appendix L, p. 314), the House
received a message from the I lords as follow

“ Mr. Speaker, The Lords
‘An Act for granting an Aid
forfeited and other Estates an
Land Tax in England, for
mentioned,’ with some amen
the concurrence'of this House

have agreed to a bill intituled
to his Majesty, by Sale of the

I Interests in Ireland, and by a
the several purposes therein
dments; to which they desire

Upon which a conference wi
President, who, among other th
there be nothing in the said amt
supplies granted to his Majesty
mons have thought fit to take occ

was had, opened by the Lord
things, said, “ Because, though

idments relating to aids and
i Parliament, yet the Colli-
sion to assert a claim to their
if the granting all aids inn

Parliament, but that such a ds are to be raised by such
Lions, as the Commons onlymethods, and with suet

think proper. If the said were exactly true, which
their Lord mid not with good
reason follow,” &c 319)

In the confer bill entitled “An Act for thf
' the Public Accounts of thf

tl

taking, thf

Kingdom ” (Appendix N,
two amendments; to whic
cause, among other reasons

349), the Lords had made
the Commons demurred, be-
3dly, the disposition, as well
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ath everas granting money f
the House of Comn
the disposition of
your Lordships, do :

rners, ad 3 V

The conclusion tv
first amendment to Lord

Inot in

July 24, 1661, t
the streets and hie Westmir The (

laid aside the bil
the cou he law
people, and com
House that
here ” (p. 831.

But, when tin
Lords, they agrt
mons disagreed,

(

recause tl
upon them, bu <

84).

Inly 30, the Lo
the bill sent from
adjudge the
inherent privileges of the H
two j

i)Queen Eli

their beginning in
witlexpediency

another proviso, “ 1
to the prejud
ment, and that this Act

Upon the Lo IWf

the Commons d
charge upon th
Lords, but in this Ho
ence 19thMay, 1662. 1
much debate, but
“ that the Lords affi
begin either bill
these provisos, in the II

Hatsell, p. 86).it as often as th

Hav
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amendments made
appearance of

ast upon them

Lords’ amend-
ity arising by hearth-

nendment of the

ning the disposal
. against seditious

with pecun and di
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iary penalties in bills sent uj
Commons (which right their
and from which their Lordship

) to them from the House of
ancestors have always enjoyed,
s can never depart)” (p. 96).
isting upon their amendment
providing for an office-keeper,

May 31, 1732, the Lords ins
to a bill relating to bankrupts
with such fee and reward as
think reasonable, the Commc

- the Lord Chancellor should
ns do not insist on their dis-

agreement (p. 100)
Similar precedents are to 1

(P- 101).
found in the journals of 1736

March 23, 1696, the Lords
maintain they have an equal
pose penalties upon the subje
precedents where their Lords

declared “ that they must ever
right with the Commons to im-
ict, having so many undeniable
hips have exercised it, and the

Commons have acquiesced in it ” (p. 94).
In the famous conferences

upon the Lords’ amendment
for appointing commissione;
the Commons’ managers giv
exclusive claim which wool

Bth and 10th February, 1691,
to the bill for an additional act
to state the public accounts,

a reason for maintaining their
hardly commend it to Massa-

chusetts republicans: “ The Lords have many high privileges
to recommend their Lordships to the favor of their prince,
and to support their figure in the government; but the Com-
mons.have little beside this one of giving money and grant-
ing aid. This is their undoubted and inherent right; and
therefore every thing that intr<
may be allowed to be extreme
pendix K, p. 305).

niches on that the Commons
ly jealous of ” (Hatsell, Ap-

The controversy between the
H ouse of Lords is not even yet
by the peers may be considered

House of Commons and the
settled, so far as acquiescence
necessary to a settlement.

Lord Palmerston, in 1860, in consequence of the course of
the Lords in refusing to concur in the remission of the
paper duties, which was sent up from the Commons in a
separate bill, introduced (July 9) sundry resolutions in the
House of Commons, of which the following was the first:

“ 1. That the right of granting aids and supplies to the
Crown is in the Commons alone, as an essential part of their
Constitutions, and the limitation of all such grants as to the
matter, manner, measure, and time, is only in them.”

“ This,” says Mr. Todd (p. 459), “ seems to haye been
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copied from an ancient prece
for 1692, the langu age where
has been noticed by Hallam
that which cannot be prech

lent on the Commons Journal
if, though correct in the main,
in his constitutional history as
dy vindicated or approved; for
onally) to den}' the right of the
in matters of supply, which is

it appears (however unintenti
Lords to a free concurrencerence

contrary to the express adml
It is well known that the Lor
edged any further privilege

ms of the second resolution.
have never formally acknowl-

Commons than that ofilt

originating bills of supplj
have for a long period acq

nd, although in practice they
ced in the claim of the Com-mesced in the claim or the Com-

it alter or amend any money-bill,
-cli measures as a whole is as un-

mons that they should r
yet their right to reiect s

doubted as their right to expr agreement in them
In 1861, the Chancellor

whole budget proposition:
the Exchequer embodied his

including resolutions for the
me bill. Great exception was
irful minority in the House of

repeal of the paper duty, ii
taken to this course bv a popow
Commc
“It was urged that the Li

doned their right to amend
members of that House may 1
its behalf” (Todd, p. 162).

is have never formally aban-
loney hills, although leading
re done so when speaking inia

In the House of Lords, I 1 Derby, while asserting that
in matters of form, did notbill was oj n

attempt to dispute ght of the Commons to
nents of the year in one

tr

1 the financial ar n

is could, if they deemed itmeasure, a

by dividing the bill into
showed that the Lords

expedient, vindicate th
wo or more parts. He

to amend a money bill; and
institutional authorities, thevmuon of emu

ict, should it be necessary
liberation, and to prevent

would be w
ndicate th

the enactm med objection-
able. He added that there ases of financial
measures being amend House of Lords, and the
amendments being accepte House of Commons
Mr. Todd if course, the formal

aside the bill, andrtion

re-introducing it as amended ) (Todd, p. 468)
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The money bills, spoken of in the passages just quoted
were tax bills. “ Following the precedent so successfully
tablished, the Chancellor of the Ex
introduce the budget propositions of 1862 in
bill

This was probably the lan
it dealt with between twenty-two and twenty-thr

pounds of public ti
“ In the House of Lords, Lord I>

binatiou of the whole budget resolutions in one bill, said,
‘ So far as the Loi
to us no greater obstacle than the other: because, a
perfectly within our province, and our right to rejecar

ticular proposition in a single bill, so it is equally within cy within our

competence to reject that proposition when incorporated with
others," and leave to the Commons the consequences of their
own proceeding” (Todd, p. 464)

But, if Lord Derby was correct in his claim for the Housi
of Lords in 1862, that it had the indisputable right

financial measures, tax bills, to reject a particular proposi-
tion in a single bill, and equally to reject it when incorpo-
rated with others, then Mr. Hatsell’s proposition in 1786, that
the Lords cannot make “ any amendment whatsoever,a

correcting verbal and literal mistakes ,” cited by Mr. S
Jewell as the settled constitutional law of England, w
thing but the settled constitutional law of England, was only

an assumption of the House of Commons. And it further

follows, that the provision in our Constitution in reference t

money bills, and the right
with amendments, has really given to the Senate,
popular suffrage, no more pow
claimed by the House of Lords in Great Britain
ries of audacious and contemptuous treatment by the H
of Commons

The truth is, that the claim of the House of Comn
pretty much acquiesced in by the House of Lords for mor
than a century (or, at least, disputatious controversy waived
about it, as we have seen in the precedents), w
ancient Constitution of Great Britain, nor is it hardly
modern Constitution of Great Britain. Even the construc-

on of written constitutions changes with the exigencies ot

perilous times.
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Mr. Speaker Jewell refers to the treatise on Parliamentary
Government in England, by Alphens Todd, as “ the latest
and probably best work now extant” (House Journal, 1868,
p. 394)

The Chair agrees with the S
and will continue to cite it.

Mr. Todd says (vol. ii. p. 171), “From the grant of Magn;
Charta by King John may be dated therise of our representa
tive system, the recognition of the House of Commons as s

English(

and An
.Magna Charta.
King John, prcFrom tl

king, th

npo:

“William the Conqueror, in ascending the throne of En
ght to tax the m

i” (Ih.

16)

It is true, he and his successors had not been faithful to
his wore

Fhus the lawless barons won for a down-trodden and

x
of legiti

}seclSays Magna (

Flu Edward TDe 4 1

It I! R

or tax,

And it
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“ that levying money for or to the use of the Crown, by pre-
tence or prerogative, without grant of Parliament, for longer
time or in other manner than the same is or shall be granted,

is illega
But there is to be found

nothing to bar the lords sp
ancient right to grant aids, 1
of moneys, as separate estate
sive claim of the House of (

in these fundamental statutes
iritual and temporal of their
evy taxes, and join in the grant

f the realm. All the exclu-
unmons grew gradually, asser-
accumulating upon precedent,tion upon assertion, precedent

favored by the great increast
Commons. The House of Lc
Charles the First, and was im
ments of Charles the Second
bigoted tyranny of James the
period covered by the reigns
wealth, the Protectorate, the r

in power and wealth of the
rds sympathized largely with

amenable to the blandish-
and timorous in opposing the

Second. It was during the
of those kings, the Commou-
;ign of William and Mary, that

the solid talents of Pym, Hampden, and the rest, put forward
and maintained that claim for the House of Commons, which
it was then so much for the advantage of the people it should
assert. And so much did the power and authority of the
House increase, and so hugely did it enjoy this newly-
acquired power, that it had no thought of relinquishing it
when the exigency had passed, but maintained it with still
greater rigor and insolence. We have seen similar assump-
tions in our own country in the present generation, one
department of the Government encroaching upon the consti-
tutional power of the other, for its own aggrandizement.
Thus came to pass that almost brutal manner of asserting
the supposed privilege which the Speaker appears to think
rather gratifying than otherwise (Journal, 1868, p. 896),
when, the Lords having amended a money clause in the corn
bill, “the bill was rejected, and the Speaker, according to his
promise, threw it over the table, several members on both

it as they went out” (1772).
i to have retired into silence,
rf pretensions thus enforced.
Todd, “ That the declaratory

i 11. gave the sanction of Par-
the legislature as it then stood,
rwer was declared to be in the

sides of the question kicking
Thus bullied, the Lords seer
though not acknowledgment

We quote again from Mr.
statute of the 15th of Edwar
Lament to the constitution of
under which the legislative p'
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king by tl fates, earls, and barons, and
rding as it had been hereto-

nt of
commonalty of aim, a

fore accustomed ” (vol. ii. p. 19)
In the reigns of Edw 1., 11., and 111., it had been

ergy, and the commons, sev-

r

customary for the lords, tl:
erally and separate! d srmine the proportion of their

iple that they each representedve grants, on tl pi n
distinct and indepi ms of the community ” (16.

1., 1272-1807, “the functionsp. 21). In the time of Ech
of the Commons were confi ration of the extent

e empowered by their constitu-
teut in the time of Edward 11.

he grants which tl sv r

(ent
<the right of the 1

was formally ackr
“It was durins

I

rliament (temp. Charles IIm

1661-lf propriating the supplies
ranted net and specific services wasCrowi

ntroduced ” (Tod i

Thus the H ( ceeded m obtaining,
rblic revenues, but an
;ails of public expen-

mm

me

authontativ teP
ure ” (II

Thi mey, the Commons grant it.Crown de an

and the Lor ’ (May, cited 16. p. 427).
1 by the development of

tnt gi

The pri

Revolution of 1688 has
ntre and force of thebeen the virtual transl

State from the Crown louse of Commons ” (Todd,
vol. i. p. 7).
“Curtailed in thei

of tlie legislature, i
ndependent tranche

possible for the Crown
and tl imate share in the govern-

,re both fairly represented
preme political power of

tli

/

This is natural and
parliamentary history

Indent of Englishxpi

man ofbu

Jol /\dar nt to work, after

the D from their con

n by the same

n the making of laws

hvfu he supreme political powc
if the State should h ntrme
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f Lords is prac

the Lords are more likely to know the war
ievise a remedy for their grievances, than a popular Hou
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and of equally directing na-
>rms, with the vast incidental
overing almost all penal stat-
urdens or charges upon the

all taxes, of whatever natur
tional expenditure in all its
range of original legislation,
utes, and all laws imposing
treasury or the people, or an
indirect, which it claims an
the gradual growth of centuri
encroachments upon the Lon

y class of the people, direct or
maintains. This power was
the fruit of small but constant

is by the popular branch. It is
fully accumulated during manythe result of precedents, pair

) be regarded as what is called
It was, at the time of its most
bulwark for the English sub-

generations, till it has come t<
the British “ Constitution.”
rapid growth, an inestimable
ject, to protect him from tin
and the peers. It was at it
claims, when our Constitutic
believed, that the makers of

encroachments of the Crown
very highest, as Mr. Jewell
was framed. But can it be

our Constitution meant to im-

r in one of the branches of ourpose all that tremendous pow
popular government, when, e
branches are, throughout the

xcept in one little clause, both
great instrument, treated as co

ted by the people, and equallyequal, co-ordinate, equally-
vested with its confidence

ct claim of the House of Repre-
that the argument of improba-
circumstances, sufficient, in the

Ring evidence.

And yet such is the distiu
sentatives. It is submitted
bility is, under the different
■absence of absolutely contro

The argument of resultir y inconvenience is also of great
'station in Great Britain, arisingweight. The course of leg

from the extravagant claim
hampered the business of I
ance of bills must originate
many devices have been res
evil. The House has bee;

of the Commons, has seriously
arliament. So vast a preponder-
in the House, that, of late years,
rted to, to correct so serious an

obliged formally to relax tin
rigidity of its rules, in order to receive the advantage of the
experience, labor, and greater practical sagacity than in

former times, of the House of Lords. Bills are constantly
miplete, except that, by compli-
those provisions considered to
of the Commons are supposed
in the latter branch. In the

sent from the upper House
cated and laborious fictioi
be obnoxious to the privile,
to be inserted in committ
present century, the tendency in England is, not to regard
the supremacy of the Commons as a wholly unmixed blessing.
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The practice of the Commons, of “ tacking ” an obnoxiou
measure to a bill of supply, has more than once required
royal intervention. Even Mr. Hatsell is obliged to admit
(p. 114), “It lias been sometimes attempted to extend thi
claim, on the part of the Commons, still further; or rather
so to construe this claim, as t
the proceedings of the House
the Commons. This has ne

tend very much to embarrass
if Lords upon bills sent from

ver appeared to me a prudent
measure

Mr. Speaker Jewell
May, who was clerk of
as “ the standard writ
Of course May sets oi

90) cites Sir Thomas Erskine
the House of Commons, quite truly,
t upon English parliamentary law.”

aim of the great body, with
1, in its broadest form. Hewhich he was so long eonnei

remarks (Parliamentary Pra
tant power vested in any I
right of imposing taxes ur

tice, p. 56), “ The most impor-
;anch of the legislature is the
m the people, and of votingupi

the exigen he public service: it may also
ions the chief authority of the

at
be said to give to th Com
btate.

“ The exclusive right of tl House of ('ommons to grant
ropriate all charges upon the
introduce by far the greater

supplies, and to irnj nd af
nc t

lb. p. 466).number of bills into that H
“In regard to private bill

in 1858, to an important r
wever, the Commons agreed,
ition of their privileges, andx

will accept,” &c. (11 )

A this rule in regard to penal
with unnecessary inconven

1meat

was found
ience, and in 1881 liciously relaxed it; and( ii

again, in 184
rules, by the
would not in;
the following

further amendment of their
ng orders “that the House
and undoubted privileges in

1)

And see p. 579
y which, through

runt oi the ingenious manner
j use of red ink, the House of
sider provisions made by the

a

Common i

Lords, and thu ( rnmori no pnvi

printed in red ink are insertedis violated, and the r on

if approved of
lative functions the Lords“ In the fulfilment i their
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have long ceased to take the initiative in the introduction of
great public measures. Bills which concern the improve-
ment of the law, and certain private hills of a semi-judicial
character, appropriately commence' with the Lords ; and re-
cently it has been arranged that a fair proportion of ordinary
private bills shall be first introduced in the upper House,
with a view to facilitate the despatch of business. "But, as a
general rule, the Commons are not disposed to receive very
favorably bills which do not originate with themselves. The
province of the House of Lords appears, more properly, to
be that of controlling, revising, and amending the projects
of legislation which emanate from the House of Commons ”

(Todd, vol. i. p. 28).
And such, it will be made to appear, will be substantially

the function of the Massachusetts Senate, when the claims
of the House of Representatives, advanced during the last
decade, are pushed to their legitimate conclusions.

But Mr. Todd is not of the number of English parliament-
ary writers who regard the Commons’ claim as a fixed and
unalterable part of the British “ Constitution,” although tri-
umphantly maintained, in substance, for two hundred years.
On the contrary, he judiciously regards that constitution not
as a fixed, but as a flexible, thing, founded upon the ancient
customs of the realm. If the precedents of so many years
seem to have firmly established an almost illimitable power
in the Commons, it is certainly a supposahle case (however
improbable) that precedents of as many years may restore to
the House of Lords its ancient portion, nay, predominance,
of legislative power.

On p. 7, vol. i., Mr. Todd observes, “And here it may
be remarked parenthetically, that, because the Crown and
the House of Lords are precluded by modern constitutional
usage from making direct use of the powers which originally
appertained to them as distinct and independent branches of
the legislature, it must not therefore be assumed that they

O 7

are but of small account in their separate and individual
capacity. Their ancient rights, though dormant, have never
been disallowed, but are still held in reserve, in case of any
sudden or violent attack upon their new mode of operation.’
“ While no formal alteration has taken place in the original
limits of authority between the two co-ordinate and co-equal
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chambers of the legislature, and it is now generally conceded
that the proper function of the House of Lords is not to take
a prominent part in the initiation of public bills, but to
control, revise, and amend the measures of legislation which
have received the sanction of the House of Commons, never-
theless, if need be, it would be perfectly competent for the
House of Lords to claim its ancient privileges, and to assume
a more active share in the origination of measures which
concern the general welfare of the community.”

But if the Adamses and their associates have really incor-
porated into our written Constitution what in 1780 was
considered a portion of the unwritten British Constitution,
a change, if needful, cannot
custom, but only by alterati
the mode therein provided.

be accomplished by usage or
m of the fundamental law, in

Mr. Speaker Jewell quote
History of England (House

; Mr. Hallam’s Constitutional
Journal, 1868, p. 394), to re-

enforce his position as to the Commons’ prerogative in refer-
ence to money bills. Mr. Hallam, however, evidently regards
this prerogative as of comparatively modern origin. In the
passage quoted by Mr. Jewell, “ But the House were now
so much awakened to the privilege of originating money
bills," —the “ now ” is the date of 1598

Elsewhere (vol. hi. p. 38) Mr. Hallam says, “ In our earliest
parliamentary records, the Lords and Commons, summoned
in a great measure for relieving the king’s necessities, appear

have made their several grants of supply, without mutual
ion.” “The latest instance of such distinctummumcati

grants from the two houses, so far as I can judge from the
rolls, is in the 18th year of Edward 111. But in the 22d
year of that reign, the Commons alone granted three-fif-
teenths of their goods, in such a manner as to show, beyond
a doubt, that the tax was to be levied solely upon them-
selves.” After this time the Lords and Commons are jointly
recited to have granted them ” (lh.').

The Speaker also quotes Mr. Hallam, as follows (House
Journal, 1868, p. 394): “In vol. iii. pp. 37, 38, et seq., th
iame author proceeds to discuss the question of the exclusivthe question of the exclusive
ight of the Commons to originate money bills. He here
says another difference between the two Houses had arisen :

This concerned the long-agitated question of the right of
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the Lords to make alterations in money hills.'' ” This is all
that the Speaker thinks fit to quote. It is thought advisable
here to quote much more extensively from Mr. Hallam, who
wrote about 1825, and whose second edition, from which we
quote (the same used by the Speaker), was reprinted in
Boston, in 1829. We refer to pp. 37-45, vol. iii. “During
the interval between these two dissensions which the suits
of Skinner and Shirley engendered, another difference had
arisen, somewhat less violently conducted, but wherein both
Houses considered their essential privileges at stake. This
concerned the long-agitated question of the right of the Lords
to make alterations in money bills. Though I cannot but
think the importance of their exclusive privilege has been
rather exaggerated by the House of Commons, it deserves
attention; more especially as the embers of that fire may not he
so wholly extinguished as never again to show some traces of its

heat.”
“The Lords and Commons are sometimes said both to

grant, but more frequently the latter with the former s
assent, as continued to be the case through the reigns of
Elizabeth and James I. In the first parliament of Charles 1.,
the Commons began to omit the name of the Lords in the
preamble of bills of supply, reciting the grant as wholly their
own, but in the enacting words adopted the customary form
of statutes. This, though once remonstrated against by the

upper House, has continued ever since to be the practice.
“ The originating power as to taxation was thus indubit-

ably placed in the House of Commons; nor did any contro-
versy arise upon that ground. But they maintained also that
the Lords could not make any amendment whatever in bills
sent up to them, for imposing, directly or indirectly, a charge
upon the people.- There seems to be no proof that any dif-
ference between the two Houses on this score had arisen
before the restoration; and in the Convention parliament
the Lords made several alterations in money bills, to which
the Commons did not object. But in 1661, the Lords having
sent down a bill for paving the streets of Westminster, to

which they desired the concurrence of the Commons, the
latter, on reading the bill a first time, ‘observing that it
went to lay a charge on the people, and conceiving that it

was a privilege inherent in their House that bills of that
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nature should be first considered there,’ laid it aside, and
caused another to be brought in. When this was sent up
to the Lords, they inserted a clause to which the Commons
disagreed as contrary to their privileges, because the people
cannot have any tax or charge imposed upon them, but origi-
nally by the House of Commons.”

. . .

“ The present bill was defeated by the unwillingness
of either party to recede ; but for a few years after, though
the point in question was still agitated, instances occur where
the Commons suffered amendments in what were now con-
sidered as money bills to pass, and others where the Lords
receded from them rather than defeat the proposed measure.
In April, 1671, however, the Lords having reduced the amount
of an imposition on sugar, it was resolved by the other
House, ‘ that in all aids given to the king by the Commons,
the rate or tax ought not to be altered by the Lords.’ This
brought on several controversies between the Houses, where-
in the limits of the exclusive privilege claimed by the Com-
mons were discussed with considerable ability, and less heat
than in the disputes concerning judicature ; but, as I cannot
help thinking, with a decided advantage both as to precedent
and constitutional analogy on the side of the peers.’’'’ . . .

(See p. 44.)
“ Yet even then [1640], in the fervor of that critical

period, the boldest advocate of popular privileges who could
have been selected was content to assert that the matter of
subsidy and supply ought to begin in the House of Com-
mons.”

The bill of subsidy was then the hill of supply ; i.e., was a
tax bill. “There seems to be still less pretext for the great
extension given by the Commons to theiracknowledged privi-
lege of originating hills of supply. The principle was well
adapted to that earlier period when security against misgov-
ernment could only be obtained by the vigilant and uncom-
promising firmness of the Commons. They came to the
grant of subsidy with real or feigned reluctance, as the stipu-
lated price of redress of grievances. They considered the
Lords, generally speaking, as too intimately united with the
king’s council, which indeed sat with them, and had perhaps,
as late as Edward lll.’s time, a deliberative voice. They
knew the influence or intimidating ascendancy of the peers
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over many of their own members. It may be doubted
whether the lower House shook off, absolutely and perma-
nently, all sense of subordination or at least deference tp the
upper, till about the close of the reign of Elizabeth. But I
must confess, that in applying the wise and ancient maxim,
that the Commons alone can empower the king to levy the peo-
ple's money , to a private bill for lighting and cleansing a cer-
tain town, or cutting dikes in a fen, to local and limited
assessments for local benefit (as to which the Crown has no
manner of interest, nor has any thing to do with the collec-
tion), there was more disposition shown to make encroach-
ments than to guard against those of others. They began,
soon after the Revolution, to introduce a still more extraor-
dinary construction of their privilege, not receiving from the
House of Lords any bill which imposes a pecuniary penalty
on offenders, nor permitting them to alter the application of
such as have been imposed there. These restrictions upon
the other house of Parliament, however, are now become, in
their own estimation, the standing privileges of the Commons.
Several instances have occurred during the last century,
though not, I believe, very lately, when bills, chiefly of a
private nature, have been unanimously rejected, and even
thrown over the table by the speaker, because they contained
some provision in which the Lords had trespassed upon those
alleged rights. They are, as may be supposed, very differ-
ently regarded in the neighboring chamber. The Lords have
never acknowledged any further privilege than that of origi-
nating hills of supply."

It will be observed that Mr. Hallam, in this most important
passage, clearly uses the terms, bills of supply, grants of sup-
ply, money hills, grants of money to the Crown, originating
power as to taxation, levy of the people's money, in substantially
.the same sense, i.e., the power of raising revenue ,

taxation, and
that he regards all else of the Commons’ claim as encroach-
ments.

Originally the.tax bill, a bill of subsidy, or a bill of supply,
was the same thing. It only granted money of the people to
the king. In modern times the bill expressed and defined
the object of the grant. Latterly the tax bill and the appro-
priation bill are different bills.
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Speaker Jewell quotes Mr. Todd as saying, “We will
now proceed to consider the subject of money bills, which are
of three kinds ; viz., tax bills, bills of supply, and bills of
appropriation.” Undoubtedly Mr. Todd does say so, writing
of the modern English practice of the House of Commons.
His volumes were published in London in 1867 and 1869 ;

and he defines (vol. i. p. 525) what each of these bills now
is. “ Tax bills, for raising revenues to be applied towards
the services of the current year, are founded upon resolu-
tions of the committee of ways and means.” “Bills of
supply, or rather of waj's and means, authorizing an advance
out of the consolidated funds, or the issue of exchequer bills,
towards making good the supplies which have been voted by
the House of Commons for the service of the year, emanate
from the committee of ways and means.

“ When the committee of supply and ways and means have
finished their sittings, a bill is ordered which enumerates
every grant which has been made during the session, appro-
priates the several sums as voted by the committee of supply
which shall be issued and applied to each separate service,
and directs that the said supplies shall not be used for any
other than the purposes mentioned in the said act. This
is known as the consolidated
the appropriation bill.”

fund bill, or, more generally, as

This practice corresponds
legislative custom. But wh
bills are of three kinds, viz.,

very nearly with our present
n Mr. Todd says that monev

tax bills, bills of supply, and
bills of appropriation,” he also says, in effect, that the tax
bill is a money bill, that a bill of supply is a money bill, and
that the appropriation bill is a money bill, in the sense of the
House of Common

When there began to be a legislature in the Province of
Massachusetts, the tax bill was the money bill of Great
Britain.

The Speaker (p. 395) dwells particularly upon Palmer’
ase, as furnishing “ an example precisely parallel to the casi

now under consideration.” Palmer’s case is given at length

But, if it shows any thing beyond the undisputed fact that
a grant of money may originate in the Commons, it shows

Mr. Todd (vol. i. p. 440)
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that the Commons yielded, after a protracted struggle, to th
objections of the Lords to the scope and grounds of the pre
vious grants to Mr. Palmer, as proposed by the Commons.

From an examination of the whole course of English
parliamentary history, we believe it may be reasonably
claimed :

First, That the peers, temporal and spiritual, granted sub-
sidies to the king before the House of Commons existed.

Second, That afterwards the House of Lords and the Com-
mons granted their aids and subsidies separately; still later,
jointly.

Thirdly, That, as the Commons increased in wealth and
power, the vote granting a subsidy, or levying a tax, originated
with the Commons in practice.

Fourthly, That the claim of the Commons of the exclusive
right to originate a tax bill is of modern origin, i.e., in the
time of Charles 1., and so substantially contemporaneous
with the settlement of Massachusetts.

Fifthly, That the vast extension of that claim by the
Commons mostly occurred during a period of great popular
commotion, when the House of Lords was in disfavor with
the English people, and English liberty depended on the
firmness of the Commons.

Sixthly, That the Lords have never surrendered any privi-
lege, except that of originating tax bills, and may assume
their ancient usages otherwise a>t any time.

Seventhly, That the assumption of the Commons has led
to the greatest practical inconveniences, so that the present
tendency in the British Parliament is to diminish it, rather
than to extend or even to maintain it.

And, if these propositions are well founded, the effect of
the claim of the House of Representatives would be to
establish here a practice which is losing favor even with the
House of Commons, which, in a former century, imposed it
upon a weaker body with indomitable persistence, if not with
undignified insolence and arrogance.

It will be useful to see what classes of bills the claim of
the Commons had been applied to previous to 1780, when
Mr. Jewell considers the doctrine of the House of Commons
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c

c

f

to have been incorporated in our Constitution. The list em-
braces bills originating in the Lords, and amendments of the
Lords to bills originating in the House. Among them were,

In 1660, amendments to the bill for poll-money
1661, bill for paving the streets and highways of West

minster.
1661, bill from the Lords about fen-landa
1662, bill for highways.

1664, bill for regulating and ordering of buildings and for
amending highways, and making clean the streets about the
cities of London and Westminster.

1670, amendments to a bill of subsidy

1671,amendments to bill for imposition on foreign commod
ities.

1677, bill for better payment of church rates and tithe;
1677, amendments to bill for raising a sum of money for

building ship;
1679, amendments to supply bill for disbanding the forces.
1689, amendments to bill to collect duties on tea and

ioffee.
1690, amendment to insert a penalty of ten pound
1691, amendments to add commissioners of public accounts.
1691, to mutiny bill, to alter application of penalty.
1692, to appoint Lords Commissioners to rate peers.
1692, amendment to increase fees payable on renewal of

'eases in the duchy of Cornwall.
1696, amendment to bill to remedy ill state of coin
1696, to insert penalty in bill relating to wearing of cali-

;oes.

1696, to bill for erecting a workhouse at Colchester
1696, to bill about Blackwell Hall.
1699, bill for laying a duty on vellum and parchment.
1700, bill for sale of forfeited estates in Ireland.
1702, bill for encouragement of privateers.

1702, leaving pecuniary penalties out of occasional con-
rrmity bill.

1703, bills for taking account
1704, turnpike-road bill
1709, bill for building a lighthouse on the Eddystone.
1719, bill to prevent smuggling.

1719, bill about the East-India trade.
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1722, bill for sale of an estate
due to the Crown.

in order to discharge a debt

turnpike.1727, exemption from toll on
1729, pecuniary penalties.
1782, office-keeper in bankrupt bill, with fe
1733, vesting in Janssen remainder of estate, now in the

Crown.
1736, bill for building Westminster Bridge.
1743, bill about rogues and vagabonds, rates, &

1746, bill for securing payment of prize-money to Greenwich
Hospital.

1746, bill for founding and building a chapel.
1750, bill for encouragement of herring-fishery.
1759, turnpike-road bill.
1762, bill for vesting certain lands in the Duke of Bedford.
1762, bill for lighting the streets of Hull.
1766, bill for preservation of fish
1767, bill for repairing roads in the county of Ayer
1771, turnpike-road bill.
1772, bill to regulate exportation and importation of corn
1772, bill for preservation of game.
1782, duties and drawbacks on ships going to North

America.
1783, St. James paving bill.
These cases are extracted from Hatsell’s precedents, pages

78 to KT4 inclusive. They are all within his famous “propo-
sitions,” quoted by Mr. Speaker Jewell, as to bills of aid and
supply, bills imposing burdens upon the people, bills impos-
ing charges indirectly as well as directly, pecuniary penalties
or forfeitures in a bill, &c., &c.

The legitimate application of these rules to the immense
number of cases arising in the more highly civilized and lux-
urious life of our modern, inventive era, has occasioned very
great inconvenience in Parliament, and brought about that
relaxation of the rigid formulas of the Commons to which
we have heretofore referred. Let us now take the list of
bills which have originated in the Senate the present year
and ascertain how many of them would be excluded by a se
vere application of the doctrine of the House of Representa-
tives, which, the Speaker says, exists in accordance with the
propositions of Hatsell.
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W e will give the title of the bills, appending a brief min-
ute of the peculiarity which causes each to be a “money
bill,” under Speaker Jewell’s adoption of Hatsell’s rules :

Senate Document, No. 19. Resolve in favor of the commi
loners on contagious diseases among cattle: appropriate

money.
No. 21. Bill concerning street-railway corporations : trail

fer tickets : indirect charge on people.
24. Extra copies Bank Commissioners’ Report: expense

to treasury.

27. To provide money for law library, Franklin County
direct burthen or charge.
31. Extra copies Tax Commissioners’ Report.
84. Infectious and contagious diseases among cattle: ap

points officers to be paid out of the treasury.
5. Maintenance of Chelsea Bridge : charge

40. Act to furnish pupils in public schools with sta
tione

44. To enable Bristol-county Agricultural Society to ob-
tain its Bounty.

49. Printing evidence : treasury.
51. To enable Commissioners of Franklin County to bor-

row mon
iston: penalties
sessments.

56. Unsafe buildings in B
59. Sewer and sidewalk a
60. Lumber measurement penalties.

bv A. Dike63. Resolve in favor of At
67. Medicine and surgery: penalties,
68. In favor of Timothy Murphy.

0. Grades and drainage in Newton : char
72, 88. Collection and publication of statistics : charge on

the treasury.

89. Tide-water compensation fund: charg
92. To authorize town of Marblehead to raise money
93. Inspection of lime-casks: penalties.pencil tic

16. Commissioners of Barnstable County to borrow money
18. In favor of John P. Sawin.
102. Protection of camp-meetings: forfeitur
104. Taxation of deposits in savings banks.
105. Land commissioners to convey lands of Common

wealth.
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(

107. To transfer title of the Commonwealth in Antietam
krnetery.

108. Toll-bridge on Connecticut River: charge.
110. To exempt tree-planting from taxation.
112. To supply Brockton with pure water: forfeiture;
114. How certain taxes shall be paid in Wilbraham.
119. Compensation of special justice;
124. Licensing of dogs: fees for.
125. Inspection and sale of hoops : penalties.
126. Re-imbursing armory-rent to cities and towns.
126. District court of Southern Berkshire : salaries.
128. District Court of Plymouth: salaries and expenses.
129. Recording locations of railroads : charges.
183. Printing of public documents : expense
137. Harbor lines on Charles River: affects compensa

tion fund.
139. To prevent trespass on land : penalty
140. In favor of Foster Kins’.
142. Unsafe buildings in Lowell: penalty
144. In favor of Thomas Cahill.
147. Maintenance of Lagoon Bridge : penalty
148. Drunkenness: penalty.
150. Cost of jurors in terms of Supreme Judicial Court

for Nantucket and Dukes.
151. Game bill: penaltie
152. To abate a nuisance in Boston : assessment,
153. Taking of perch : penalties.
154. Vital statistics: expense to treasury
156. Sewers and drains in Newton.
158. Exemption of dwelling-houses from taxation.
161. Hawkers and peddlers : penalties.
166. Distribution of public documents : property of the

Commonwealth.
170. Frauds in sale of sewing-thread: penalty
172. To divide the town of North Adams: taxes and

charges.
177. Oyster-fisheries: penalties.
178. Cultivation of fishes; penaltiei
179. Increase of guards at State Prison : pay
182. To tax incomes.
183. To tax trust-estate
184. To tax real estate of literary and other institution
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186. To tax savings-banks deposits invested in real
estate.

to pay fee to secretary.189. Railroad corporation
191. To confirm location c Troy and Greenfield Railroad :

claims for damages, assessments.
192. Fire district in Lee : penalties
205. Fencing of railroads: charge.
207. Sewers and drains.
210. To re-organize the State Detective Force
212. Relative to Southern Vermont Railroad: property

of Commonwealth.
213. Innholders and victuallers : penalty
215. Fees of special and trial justices.
218. Enrolment of the militia: expenses, penalties

penalties.
m defective highways, &c.

219. Commercial fertilizer
280. Damages for injurie:

charges, burdens.
232. To prevent trespass on public water-works: penalty.

B. False publications : penalty.
4. Use of the gag: penalty

241. Compensation of county commissioners.
244. Fees of officer:
We have thus no less than eighty-two “money bills,”

which, under the claim of the House of Representatives,
could not constitutionally originate in the Senate, but which
have, nevertheless, originated here. Most of them have been
concurred in by the House, and the larger part have become
laws. On only one bill has the constitutional point been
taken in the House. Several of them were bills reported by
the Joint Special Committee on Taxation, to which have
been referred all petitions and bills relating to changes in
the tax system, the mode and manner of assessment, levy and
collection of taxes, exemptions, &c. This is, as has been
said, a Joint Committee, but, under the constitutional pro-
vision, whatever the term “money bills” may mean, can
report but few, if any, bills to the Senate. This is a great
yet inevitable misfortune, which there is no excuse for
unnecessarily extending to other subjects of legislation.
The Chair has been obliged to rule out several bills from
this Committee during the present session as obnoxious
to the “ money-bill ” clause, and they have been recommit-
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ted and reported to the House of Representatives. Thus
the members on the part of the Senate of this most
important Committee are degraded to the condition of ad-
visory and consulting associates to the House members of the
Committee, —to the position of the House ofLords in Eng-
land. They can hear arguments, reflect, study, advise their
House associates what to report in that body, act as clerks,
put bills in form, and yet they can report no part (or scarcely
any thing) of the results arrived at to their own body ; and
yet the chairman of the Joint Committee is the first member
named on the part of the Senate ! This subordinate and un-
reasonable position would be insupportable to any man of
spirit; and, if such were to become the customary condition
of things, no man of self-respect would become a member of
the Senate. As to tax-bills, it seems to be an unavoidable
grievance, even according to the construction of the consti-
tutional provision supported by this body. But a thorough
extension of it, according to the necessary sequences of the
position of the House, would excessively clog the wheels of
business, and render the course of legislation well-nigh
impracticable; for, besides Joint Special Committees, we
have recognized by our joint rules no less than eleven Joint
Committees, which originate the larger portion of the
business legislation. They are the committees on banks
and banking, claims, harbors, mercantile affairs, military
affairs, prisons, public charitable institutions, railroads,
street-railways, water-supply and drainage, and on ex-
penditures. If the House construction prevail, the Com-
mittee on Claims would be in a peculiarly unfortunate posi-
tion ; for if they report to the Senate a Bill or Resolve in
favor of any claimant, then the Bill, like the Resolve in favor
of Thomas Cahill, is at once open to the constitutional objec-
tion, if it properly is applicable. If the report is against the
claimant, still the subject-matter is a claim upon the treasury
or property of the Commonwealth ; and, at all events, the
Senate may substitute a grant for the hostile report of the
Committee, and then the Bill or Resolve substituted is at
once a money bill in the view of the House. It is true that
the objection is only taken capriciously, and generally by
some member who wants “to kill the bill.” But the exist-
ence of such a recognized power is a constant danger and
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menace, and, if a feeling of irritability upon the subject
were to spring up between the two branches, might easily
become a real peril to harmony and the progress of business.

Is it suggested that the list of bills to which the House
dogma would apply, as given above, is an extravagant
one, because of the remote relation of many of them to
money bills ? But if the money bill is not only a bill for
taxation and revenue in every form, but also a bill granting
or appropriating money ; a bill which imposes any burden or
charge upon the treasury or th
bill in which there is any rate

people, direct or indirect; a
or toll, or charge, or burthen
be foreseen, now or hereafter,however petty; a bill which can

to lead to any public expenditure
ty or forfeiture, then every orr
clearly is a money bill, and cn
alone. The precedents cited
lay the foundation for every o
in the House of Commons since

x bill containing any penal-
e of the eighty-two bills cited,
,n “ originate ” in the House
from Hatsell prior to 1780
ne of them ; and precedents
1780 can be found for every

one of them again and again. Hatsell cites them with
approbation; and his “ propositions ” cover them; and Mr.
Speaker Jewell gladly embraces the whole gospel according
to Hatsell, and his successors follows him. This is the House
claim.

It is unnecessary to respond to any suggestion that the
House has not, does not, and will not, oppose many of such
bills and resolves as money bills. The answer is obvious.
We challenge proof that any bill was excluded as originating
in the Senate, and as being a moirey bill, because it con-
tained a grant of money, between 1783, when the House
receded from its position on the Hinckley Resolve, down to
1868, when Speaker Jewell ex
Newman on that ground. Ye
quite frequently.

uded the Resolve in favor of
ince there have been case

this point to quote the lan-
ruling on the Resolve in favor

And it is only necessary on
*uage of Speaker Jewell in hi
)f Gershora B. Weston (Senate Journal 1869, p. 630).
“It is said that since that time, i.e., 1783, the Senate ha

xercised the power unchallenged, till within a recent period.
It seems to the Chair, however, that the assertion of a right
of the Senate and the assent of the House, in one Legislature,
cannot take away or confer, a constitutional privilege. No
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lapse of time, no length of assent, can diminish or enlarge
the constitutional functions of either branch of the govern-
ment.”

“ The truth seems to be, that each new Legislature takes the
Constitution for its guide, untrammelled by the action of its
predecessors. Each new Legislature in each branch must be
its own judge of its own prerogatives under the Constitu-
tion.”

“The Legislature of 1783 could no more control the pre-
rogative of 1869 than could that of 1868.”

And so, after eighty-five years of abstention, the House
anew asserted its prerogative of excluding bills granting
money as “money bills.” In a similar way, it may, after a
forbearance of one or ten or eighty years more, assert its
claim of excluding any bill similar to each of the eighty-two
bills we have cited as originating in the present Senate ; and
the objection shall not be barred by time. Therefore it is
that the inquiries on the part of the Senate to the Justices of
the Supreme Judicial Court have been intentionally made
broad enough to cover each and every one of the eighty-two
bills, and all such as may arise hereafter, which may be ob-
structed by Mr. Hatsell’s propositions, which the House
accepts.

Therefore it is idle to suggest that the House does not raise
this point as to bills of this character, or of the other. That
is not the question. “ Every new Legislature in each branch,”
says Mr. Jervell, “ must be its own judge of its own preroga-
tives under the Constitution.” A stipulation on the part of
every member of the Legislature of 1878 cannot prevent any
member of the Legislature of 1879 from raising the point of
order. The real question for the House is, “What was the
Commons claim in 1780 ? Does this case come under that
claim?” Such is the doctrine of the Speakers of the House
itself.

This, then, is the reason why, at such great length, we
have set forth the parliamentary doctrine. The claim of the
House of Commons, of our House of Representatives, is,
indeed, a monstrous one. But logically the House cannot,
and it ought not, to take part, and leave part. It is bound
to the whole of its pretensions.

We have now stated the claim of the House of Represeu-
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tatives as declared by its authorized.exponents, who profess
to derive it from the House of Commons. Next we have at
great length, but, as we believe, with entire candor, exhibited
the so-called privilege of the Commons as set forth by its
own officers and admirers, being also the very authorities re-
sorted to by the Speakers of the House of Representatives.
We have shown that it is of modern origin, resting upon pre-
cedents alone, and the result of gradual but persistent en-
croachment upon the House of Lords. It has also appeared,
that not only the House of Lords, but able constitutional
writers of the present day, question the reasonableness of the
prerogative maintained by the Commons, and admit, that,
if circumstances favor or require, the Lords may re-assert
the co-ordinate powers from which they were steadily and
almost violently pushed, and may by precedent re-assert what
by precedent they have seemingly been deprived of. We have
also discovered that Lords, Commons, and people, all alike,
admit that the excessive stretch of the Commons’ privilege
has converted the Lords into an advisory board, and occa-
sioned such great practical inconvenience in legislation, that
the Commons is forced to resort, and does resort, to ridicu-
lous contrivances in order to avail itself of the assistance of
the House of Lords.

We have ascertained the extent to which, in practice, the
House claim was carried at the time, when, as our House of
Representatives claims, it was incorporated in the State Con-
stitution. An examination of the legislation of the present
year has disclosed to us what would be the effect of a rigid
application of the Commons’ rules to our bills and resolves,
however inconsistent such effect would be with the course of
legislation for a hundred years and with the rules of the two
branches. And to the suggestion that the precedents of the
House do not extend thus far, or are not claimed to such extent,
we suggest the conclusive answer, that the House, after eighty-
five years’ silence, revived a
1783, and that it has exprt
acquiescence for a period, nc
hinder it from re-asserting its

aim it formally abandoned in
y declared that precedents of

matter how protracted, do not
supposed prerogative under the

Constitution. Therefore we insist upon stating, in all its
length and breadth, the whole claim which it has asserted
and is logically held to, and protest that no disavowal of any
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portion of it by any of its presiding officers can release sucb
portion, according to its own avowed doctrine. Nullum tem-
pus occurrit■—domo is its motto. On the other hand, we
assert that precedent can give, and has given in this case, a
paramount and conclusive construction to the constitutional
clause. But as this is the privilege of the Senate, which the
House may at any time potentially deny, we have asked the
Honorable Justices, not only whether the Senate can originate
a bill or resolve appropriating money, but whether it can
originate any involving, directly or indirectly, the expendi-
ture of public money, or imposing any burden or charge
thereon, or on the people or any class thereof.

It is not forgotten that some exclusive privilege is, by
Chap. 1, Sect. 111, Art. T, conferred upon the House of Rep-
resentatives. The words “money bills” have a meaning.
What is it ? The answer of the Senate is well understood.
We define a “moneybill” to be “a bill for raising revenue
and declare, therefore, that its meaning is precisely the same
as that of Art. 1, Sect. 7, in the Constitution of the United
States. The words, “but the Senate may propose or concur
with amendments, as on other bills,” in that section, were
distinctly stated to have been adopted from our Constitution
We assert that the first clause was intended to be and was
regarded as the same as the “ money-bill ” clause in our Con
stitution. As we have before shown, a tax or revenue bill
pure and simple, is a money bill, according to the English
Commons’ doctrine. Anciently a tax bill was also an appro-
priation bill. Now these classes are separated, both in Eng-
land and America. The former only was intended to .be
placed, and was placed, in our Constitution. Taxation of the
people was that which our fathers wished to control. It is
certainly a little curious, and is worthy of stating, that Wor-
cester appears to be the only lexicographer who has defined
the term “ money bill.” He defines it “ a bill for raising
money (a parliamentary phrase).”

It is conceded that the original practice in England was
“to raise and appropriate money by the same bill. Speaker
Jewell states this in his first opinion (House Journal 1869,
p. 390). Then the question, whether an appropriation bill
was also a money bill, did not arise until the tw r o bills were
separated in practice. But the reason why the original bill
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was regarded as such a bill as must originate in the Com-
mons was, because it took the people’s money, was a tax
bill, a bill for raising revenue. Every constitutional writer
states that the power of granting or refusing their money
was the only control the people had over their feudal kings.
This was afterwards the only mode of restraint the English
Commons had over sovereigns like Henry VIII., King James
First or Second, or King Charles First or Second. The sym-
pathy of the Lords with tyrannical or greedy sovereigns, and
the great relative increase of wealth and power in the Com-
mons, enabled the latter branch to usurp the power of origi-
nating revenue bills, before belonging to both branches; and
the popular support of the Commons afforded it facilities for
extending the claim unreasonably and absurdly. But it was
the privilege as to originating tax or revenue bills only that
our fathers took, or meant to take, the principle underlying
the Commons’ claim.

President Pitman pointedly says (Senate Journal 1869,
p. B4B), “The vital question at issue between the two Houses
was the right of the Commons, as the immediate representa-
tives of the people, to hold the power of taxation, free from
any interference or influence of the Crown.” And, although
a repetition, we must again cite, in part, the passage from
Blackstone which President Pitman quotes :

“The true reason,
arising from the spirit of our Constitution, seems to be this:
The Lords, being a permanent, hereditary body, created at
pleasure by the king, and supposed more liable to be influ-
enced by the Crown, and, when once influenced, to continue
so, than the Commons, who are a temporary elective body,
freely nominated by the people, it would, therefore, be ex-

Lords any power of framingtremely dangerous to give the
new taxes for the subject. . .

“They” i.e., the Commons
alteration or amendment to b
mode of taxing the people by
appellation are included all hill
he raised upon the subject for
whatsoever ” fßlackstone, vol. i.

“ will not permit the least
3 made by the Lords to the
a money bill: under which

i by which money is directed to
any purpose or in any shape
p. 169)

I must also repeat President Pitman’s citations from Story
and Curtis, the former of whom says that the clause in the
United-States Constitution, that “ all hills for raising revenue
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shall originate in the House of Representatives,” is “the
right to originate what are technically called money bills :
[which] is, beyond all question, borrowed from the British
House of Commons” (Story on Const., vol. i. § 874),

And Mr. Curtis speaks of the same clause “as the exclu-
sive power of originating what are sometimes called money
hills ” (Curtis, Hist. Const., vol. xi. p. 114).

Edmund Burke has stated this vital principle in parliament-
ary history in his usual vivid way: “It happened that the
great contests for freedom in this country were, from the
earliest times, chiefly upon the question of taxing. The
Colonies drew from you, as with their life-blood, these ideas
and principles. Their love of liberty, as with you, fixed and
attached on this specific point of taxing. Liberty might be
safe, or might be endangered in twenty other particulars,
without their being much pleased or alarmed : here they
felt its pulse ; and, as they found that beat, they felt them-
selves sick or sound.”

And to the same point, that the tax-bill was the only bill,
the originating of which was denied by the Commons to the
in every other respect co-equal body, I need only add one
illustrious and tenderly remembered American authority.—
Joseph Warren of Bunker Hill. In the anniversary ora-
tion delivered by him in the Old South Church March 5,
1772, he says,
“ The British Constitution (of which ours is a copy) is a

happy compound of the three forms, under some of which all
governments may be ranged ; viz., monarchy, aristocracy, and
democracy: of these three the British Legislature is com-
posed ; and, without the consent of each branch, nothing can
carry with it the force of a law. But, when a law is to be
passed for raising a tax, that law can originate only in the
democratic branch, which is the House of Commons in
Britain, and the House of Representatives here. The reason
is obvious: they and their constituents are to pay much the
largest part of it. But as the aristocratic branch, which in
Britain is the House of Lords, and in this Province the
Council, are also to pay some part, their consent is necessary;
and as the monarchic branch, which in Britain is the king,
and with us either the king in person, or the governor whom
he shall be pleased to appoint to act in his stead, is supposed
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to have a just sense of his own interest, which is that of all
his subjects in general, his consent is also necessary; and,
when the consent of these three branches is obtained, the
taxation is most certainly legal” (History of the Old South
Church, Boston, 1876).

In this passage Dr. Warren speaks of the Council as the
aristocratic branch in the Province of Massachusetts. Origi-
nally, in both the Colonies of Massachusetts and Plymouth,
the magistrates and deputies sat together; and when, in
1648, they were, upon a ridiculous occasion, separated, and
constituted two legislative bodies', equal liberty of drawing
up “bills and orders ” was reserved to each branch (Palfrey,
vol. i. p. 622).

There could have been, therefore, no occasion for dispute
about privilege until the charter of William and Mary went
into operation in 1692. By the provisions of that charter,
the House of Representatives was chosen by the qualified
voters as before. The Council was composed of twenty-
eight members, chosen on a specified day b}7 the House, and
subject to the approval of the royal governor, who exercised
his right of disapproval very frequently in the years immedi-
ately preceding the Revolution. In some respects, therefore,
the Council was as aristocratic a branch as the Lords; for no
person could be a member of it unless the authorized repre-
sentative of the Crown had impliedly approved of him.

The precedents which have been collected seem to show
that the House of Representatives appears (after 1750) to
have claimed a right “to originate all taxes and grants of
money; ” but this was after the valor and generosity of the
Commons of the Province had been magnanimously displayed
in the French war, and the great expedition which resulted
in the capture of Louisburg. The same effect was being
produced that had alreadj7 been brought about in England.
The grants of money asked, and the long controversy about

dent salary for the royal gov-
make use of its grants of sup-
sentative. But, in the early
had been treated with much

providing a permanent, iudepe
ernor, had taught the House t
ply to restrain the king’s repi
part of the century, the House
contumelv by the Governor and Council. In 1708 it had been
obliged to send up a protest with the tax bill, that it was the
privilege of the House to concur in the “ disposal of all and
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every sum or sums that are put into the treasury, so far as it
can he practical.’' In the records of the General Court for
1708 (vol. viii. p. 378, not included in precedents printed under
joint order, because not then reported as found) are entries
showing that the House sent up to the Council a list of arti-
cles which they call “ Grievances,” wherein they complain
that several suras of money have been drawn out of the
treasury, not raised by acts of the General Court, “ nor yet
under the head of incident and contingent charges for the
support of this government,” as money paid for fortifications;
“ for entertaining the court martial in September last; ” “ for
illuminations at the Council Chamber ;

”
“ paying to Capt.

Southack forty shillings per month more than the highest
allowance for any sea commander, without the consent of this
House ;

” “ the allowance of large sums of money for the
support of the governor and his guards eastward into the
Province of New Hampshire, without the concurrence of this
House.”

In their reply the Board say, “ This Board have never
doubted, but consented, from time to time, to the votes of the
House for payments and allowances to particular persons,
when possibly they may have thought the sum granted has
exceeded the merit of the service.” This implies that the
Council could not only reject, but amend, bills or resolves
making grants. And the right of amendment is expressly
claimed by the Council on p. 2 of “Extracts.” In 1754
(p. 7) they assert their equal right to act about the Prov-
ince property, to adjust the treasurer’s accounts, to receive
balances, &c.; and claim that the subsequent action of the
House showed that that branch admitted all this. But the
House of Commons, at that period, utterly denied the Lords
any participation in affairs of that character. In 1760 the
House more boldly asserted a perogative similar to that
claimed by the Commons (see the papers about examina-
tion of the treasurer's account, pp. 9 to 14 inclusive).

Under the charter all moneys were drawn from the treas-
ury upon the governor’s warrant, with advice of the Coun-
cil (Palfrey, vol. iv. p. 81).

Oct. 16, 1733, the House of Representatives surrendered,
by a vote of two to one, a claim it had asserted for a long
time previous,—that no money should be drawn from the
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treasury on the governor’s warrant, unless the House had
previously examined and approved the expenditure (Pal-
frey, vol. iv.).

Mr. Justice Cushing (p. 31, Senate Document No. 253)
alludes to “a supposed resemblance of the Council to the
House of Lords in the British Government, who are not
elected by the people, and do not represent them, but are a
distinct body, having a distinct interest from the people.”

“Formerly,” says Judge Sergeant (ditto, p. 33), “the
Council were not immediately the representatives of the
people, but were subject to a regal negative. . . . But why
there was so strict an adherence to that rule then I never was
able to comprehend: the similarity between the House of
Lords in England and our Council was not so great as to
warrant it.” Judge Sewall holds similar language as to the
supposed power and authority of the Council, under the
charter of William and Mary, “ respecting money matters.”
It is to be observed, however, that the power actually exercised by
the Council, chosen subject to “a regal negative ,” was as great
as that now conceded by the House to the Senate under the

nstitutional provision.
Mr. Cushing, in his “Law and Practice of Legislative

Assemblies ” (p. 890, ed. 1856), says, “ The constitutional
privilege above mentioned, by virtue of which it is the prac-
tice of the House of Commons to originate taxes , has been
extensively copied in this country, a corresponding provision
having been inserted in all our constitutions, except in Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New York, Maryland, Virginia, North
Carolina, Florida, Tennessee, Ohio, Illinois, Michigan, Arkan-
sas, Wisconsin, and California,” —'fourteen States. “In the
Constitution of the United States, and the States of Maine,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, South Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Kentucky, Indiana, Missouri,
Texas, — thirteen States, the language is, ‘All bills for
raising revenue shall originate in the House of Representa-
tives;’ in Vermont, ‘all revenue bills;’ in lowa, ‘all bills
for revenue ;

’ in Georgia, ‘or appropriating money
“ The Constitution of Delaware declares that ‘no bill,

from the operations of which, when passed into a law, reve-
nue may incidentally arise, shall be accounted a bill for
raising revenue.’ This is so obviously the proper signification
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of the word •revenue,' that it would probably be admitted
as conveying the true meaning, rejecting the parliamentary
meaning of the terra, by which penalties and forfeitures
taken from the subject are accounted as revenue, whether
they go into the treasury or not. The term ‘ money bills,’ as
used in the Constitutions of New Hampshire and Massachu-
setts, is broad enough to include both the raising and appro-
priating of money; ” and also, we may add, the “penalties
and fprfeitures,” and the “incidental” revenue, if it means
any thing else besides “ bills for raising revenue.”

Mr. Cushing's statement is a mere dictum, however; and
it is evident that he was not aware of the Massachusetts
precedents from 1780-1790 controlling the term “money
bills.”

President Uphara in 1857 (Hale’s Legislative Debates),
Speaker Jewell in 1868 (House Journal, p. 400), alike refer
to the provision in the Federal Constitution, already cited,
and to .the debates in the Convention that framed it, for the
purpose of sustaining their respective opinions as to the
privileges of the House and Senate.

It is thought that a careful review of what was really done
and said in that Convention will throw light upon the whole
matter, and best exhibit the state of opinion and information
among the public men of that day.

The Convention was held at Philadelphia May 14, 1787,
seven years after the adoption of the Massachusetts Consti-
tution. Rufus King, Elbridge Gerry, Caleb Strong, and Na-
thaniel Gorham, were the delegates from this State. Gerry,
an ardent Democrat, was the most earnest advocate in the
Convention for an exclusive privilege of the popular branch.

May 25, Washington was unanimously chosen President of
the Convention.

Mr. Randolph (May 29) presented a plan suggested by
the Virginia delegates, in form of resolutions, in which it
was proposed “ that each branch ought to have the power of
originating acts ” (Madison Papers, vol. ii. p. 732).

June 13. “Mr. Gerr}r moved to restrain the senatorial
branch from originating money bills. The other branch
was more immediately the representatives of the people, and
it was a maxim that the people ought fo hold the purse-
strings ” (p. 856).
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Mr. Butler (South Carolina) “ saw no reason for such a
discrimination. We were always following the British Con-
stitution when the reason of it did not apply. There was no
analogy between the House of Lords and the body proposed
to be established.” It would lead the other House “into the
practice of tacking other clauses to money bills.”

“Mr. Madison observed that the commentators on the
British Constitution had not yet agreed on the reason of the
restriction on the House of Lords in money bills. Certain it
was there could be no similar reason in the case before us.
The Senate would be the representatives of the people as
well as the first branch.”
“Mr. King differed from Mr. Gerry, and concurred in the

objections to the proposition ” (p. 857).
“Mr. Pinckney thinks the question premature. If the

Senate should be formed on the same proportional represen-
tation as it stands at present, they should have equal power;
otherwise, if a different principle should be introduced.”

Mr. Sherman. “As both branches must concur, there can
be no danger, whichever way the Senate may be formed. He
establishes two branches in order to get more wisdom, which
is particularly needed in the finance business. The Senate
bear their share of the taxes, and are also the representatives
of the people. ‘ What a man does by another he does by

onnecticut both branches can
has been found safe and con-
been the reason of the rule as
ar that no good arises from it

himself,’ is a maxim. In C
originate in all cases, and it
venient. Whatever may have
to the House of Lords, it is cle
now, even there.”

distinction prevails in SouthGeneral Pinckney. “ Thi:
Carolina, and has been a source of pernicious disputes be-
tween the two branches. The Constitution is now evaded by
informal schedules of amendments handed from the Senate
to the other House.”

On the question for excepting money hills from the juris-
diction of the Senate, as proposed by Mr. Gerry, New York,
Delaware, Virginia, voted ay, three States; Massachusetts,
Connecticut, New Jersey, Maryland, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, no, seven States (p. 858).

June 26. “The fifth resolution, ‘that each branch have
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the right of originating acts,’ was agreed to, nem. con." (Madi
son Papers, p. 973).

Monday, July 2, the Convention having warmly discussed
the proposition for an equality of votes of the States in the
second branch (now called the Senate), which was lost by
an equal division of votes, Gen. Pinckney said (p. 1017)
“ some compromise seemed to be necessary.” “He proposed
that a committee, consisting of a member from each State,
should be appointed to devise and report some compromise.”
Carried. Gerry was the member from Massachusetts (p.
1028).

July 5. Gerry made a report,—
“ That the subsequent propositions be recommended to the

Convention, on condition that both shall be generally
adopted.

“ 1. That, in the first branch, each State be allowed one
member for every forty thousand inhabitants, each State
not containing that number to be allowed one member ; that
all bills for raising or appropriating money, and for fixing
the salaries of the officers of the Government of the United
States, shall originate in the first branch, and shall not be
altered or amended in the second branch; and that no money
shall be drawn from the public treasury but in pursuance of
appropriations, to be originated in the first branch.

“ 2. That, in the second branch, each State shall have an
equal vote” (p. 1024).

“ This report ” (says a note) “ was founded on a motion
made in committee by Dr. Franklin. It was barely acqui-
esced in by the members from the States opposed to an
equality of votes in the second branch, and was evidently

msidered by the members on the other side as a gaining of
their point.
“Mr. Madison could not regard the privilege of originatin

money bills as any concession on the side of the small States.
Experience proved that it had no effect. The restriction as
to amendments was of as little consequence. . . ■ Experience
had also shown, both in Great Britain and the States having
a similar regulation, that it was a source of frequent and
obstinate altercations. These considerations had produced a

rejection of a like motion on a former occasion, when judged
by its own merits ” (pp. 1025, 1026).
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July 6. “ The first clause, relating to the originating of
money bills, was then resumed ” (p. 1041).

Mr. Gouverneur Morris was opposed to a restriction of
this right in either branch, considered merely in itself, and as
unconnected with the point of representation in the second
branch. It will disable the second branch from proposing it
own money plans,” &c.

Mr. Wilson (Pennsylvania) “ observed that this discrimi
nation had been transferred from the British into several
American constitutions. But he was persuaded, that, on ex-
amination of the American experiments, it would be found
to be ‘ a trifle light as air.’ Nor could he ever discover the
advantage of it in the parliamentary history of Great
Britain ” (p. 1041).

Mr. Morris said, “ The restriction will deprive us of the
services of the second branch in digesting and proposing

bills, of which it will be more capable than the first
branch. It will take away the responsibility of the second
branch, the great Security for good behavior. ... It will
be a dangerous source of disputes between the two Houses.
We should either take the British Constitution altogether, or
make one for ourselves ” (p. 1048).

Mr. Wilson said, “ The difficulties and disputes will in-
crease with the attempts to define and obviate them. Queen
Anne was obliged to dissolve her Parliament in order to ter-
minate one of these obstinate disputes between the two
Houses. The point is still sub judice in England.”

Gen. Pinckney said “ this restriction as to money bill
had been rejected on the merits singly considered by eight
States against thre

On the question, whether this clause should stand as part
of the report, Connecticut, New Jersey, Delaware, Mary-
land, North Carolina, voted ay, five States : Pennsylvania,
Virginia, South Carolina, no, three States; Massachusetts
New York, Georgia, divided. On the question, whether it
had been decided in the affirmative, there were nine State
ay, two States no (p. 1046)

July 14. Mr. Rutledge proposed to reconsider the two
propositions, money bills, and equality of vot

Mr. Wilson said (p. 1097), “As to the privilege of origi
nating money bills, it was not considered by any as of much
moment, and by many as improper in itself

57
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July 16. The whole report was agreed to in the affirmative,
five States to four. Massachusetts was divided, Gerry

and Strong, ay; King and Gorham, no.
July 26. The whole plan was referred to the Committee

of Detail.
Aug. 6. The report of that Committee was made.
The proposition was thus reported (p. 1228) ;

“Sect, 5.
All bills for raising or appropriating money, and for fixing
the salaries of the officers of the government, shall originate
in (he House of Representatives, and shall not be altered or
amended in the Senate. No money shall he drawn from the
public treasury but in pursuance of appropriations that shall
originate in the House of Representatives.”

Aug. 8. Mr. Pinckney moved to strike out Sect. 5.
Seven States voted to strike out Art. 4, Sect. 5. Four
States voted against striking out, New Hampshire, Massa-
chusetts, Connecticut, North Carolina.

Aug. 9. Mr. Randolph moved to reconsider the vote. Mr.
Morris “ considered the section relating to money bills as
intrinsically bad ” (p. 1272).

Aug. 11. Mr. Randolph formally moved to reconsider,
Art. 4, Sect. 5, concerning money bills which had been
struck out (p. 1297). “He signified that he should propose,
instead of the original section, a clause specifying that the
bills in question should be for the purpose of revenue, in
order to obviate the objections against the extent of the
words ‘raising money,’which might happen incidentally;
and that the Senate should not so amend or alter as to in-
crease or diminish the sum in order to obviate the incon-
veniences urged against a restriction of the Senate to a
simple affirmative or negative” (p. 1297).

On the question to reconsider, nine States voted ay
Maryland, no ; South Carolina, divided.

Monday, Aug. 13. A reconsideration was voted (p. 1305)
Mr. Randolph moved an amendment so as to read, “ Bills

for raising money for the purpose of revenue, or for appro-
priating the same, shall originate in the House of Represen-
tatives, and shall not be so amended or altered by the Senate
as to increase or diminish the sum to be raised, or change the
mode of levying it, or the object of its appropriation.”

Mr. Wilson said (p. 1308), “ This would be a source of
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perpetual contentions where there was no mediator to decide
them.’' He cited the Queen Anne case again; of a preamble
to a money bill sent up by the Commons, condemning the
conduct of the Ministry, who were to be impeached before
trial by the Lords. The Lords could only protest.

Mr. Rutledge said, “ The experiment in South Carolina,
where the Senate cannot originate or amend money bills, has
shown that it answers no good purpose, and produces the
very bad one of continually dividing and heating the two
Houses. Sometimes, indeed, if the amendment of the Senate
is pleasing to the other House, they wink at the encroach-
ment : if it be displeasing, then the Constitution is appealed
to. Every session is distracted by altercations on this sub-
ject.

Mr. Carroll: “ The most ingenious men in Maryland are
puzzled to define the case of money bills, or explain the Con-
stitution on that point, though it seemed to be worded with
all possible plainness and precision. It is a source of con-
tinual difficulty and squabble between the two Houses.”

On the question, as to the exclusive originating in House
of Representatives, four States voted ay; seven, no. (Gen.
Washington now changed his vote to ay, giving up his own
judgment because it was an essential point with others.)

On question of originating by House, and amending by
the Senate, four States voted ay; seven, no.

On the question of appropriations originating only in the
House, Massachusetts voted ay, one State: ten States
voted no.

Aug. 15 (p. 1330). Mr. Strong moved to amend Art. 6,
Sect. 12, so as to read,

“ Each House shall possess the right of originating all bills,
except bills for raising money for the purposes of revenue, or
for appropriating the same, and for fixing the salaries of the
officers of the government, which shall originate in the
House of Representatives; but the Senate may propose or
concur with amendments as in other cases.”

Sept. 5. Mr. Brearley (of New Jersey), from the Commit-
tee of Eleven (of revision), reported (p. 1494) to say, instead
of Sect. 12, Art. 6, “ All bills for raising revenue shall origi-
nate in the House of Representatives, and shall be subject to
alterations and amendments by the Senate : no money shall
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be drawn from the treasury but in consequence of appropria-
tions made by law.”

“ Col. Mason, Mr. Gerry, and other members from large
States, set great value on the privilege of originating money
bills” (see note at p. 1501).

Sept. 8. This clause was taken up. “It was moved to strike
out the words ‘ and shall be subject to alterations and amend-
ments by the Senate,’ and insert the words used in the Con-
stitution of Massachusetts on the same subject, viz., ‘ but
the Senate may propose or concur with amendments, as on
other bills; ’ which was agreed to, nem. eon.”

On the question on the first part of the clause, “ all bills
for raising revenue shall originate in the House of Represen-
tatives,” New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, North Carolina, South Caro-
lina, Georgia, voted ay, nine States; Delaware, Maryland,
no, two States (p. 1531).

In Hamilton’s scheme for a Constitution (Appendix No. 5),
p. 16, Art. 1, Sect. 7, “ Bills for raising revenue, and bills for
appropriating moneys for the support of fleets and armies,
and for paying the salaries of the officers of the government,
shall originate in the Assembly, but may be altered and
amended by the Senate.”

The whole weight of the argument in the Philadelphia
Convention w'as opposed to any discrimination against the
Senate; and it is obvious that if there had not been a com-
promise between those who desired an equality of representa-
tion for all the States, large or small, in the Senate, and those
who desired a corresponding counterpoise in the popular
branch, that no provision whatever of this character would
have been inserted in the instrument. The suggestions of
the wisest delegates run on all-fours with the argument here-
tofore presented as to the folly, inconvenience, and impracti-
cability of any restriction upon the Senate. Is it probable
that such considerations were absent from the minds of those,
who, seven years before, framed the Massachusetts Consti-
tution ?

It is especially to be remarked, that many well-informed
statesmen used the term “money bills ” without a nice dis-
crimination of what it did mean, whether more or less,
and generally as synonymous with the words “ bills for rais-
ing revenue.”
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Thus Mr. Dickinson said (Madison Papers, vol. iii. p. 1318),
“ Eight States have inserted in their constitutions the ex-
clusive right of originating money bills in favor of the popu-
lar branch of the legislature. Most of them, however,
allowed the other branch to amend.” This, he thought, it
will be proper for us to do

The fact was, that only States New Hampshire and
Massachusetts had used the term money bills in their con-
stitutions. The phrase in the others was, bills for raisingThe phrase in the others was, bills for raising

•nue. Yet these are equally money bills in fact, as well
nception of Mr. Dickinson. In No. 58 of the

“Federalist ” (sometimes ascribed to James Madison), Alex-
ander Hamilton wrote of the Federal Constitution, “ Not-
withstanding the equal authority which will subsist between
the two blouses on all legislative subjects, except the origi-
nating of money bills.''

May 29, 1787. Charles Pinckney of South Carolina pro-
i following: “All money bills
the House of Delegates, and

posed a plan, wherein occurs th
of every kind shall originate in
shall be altered by the Senate.”

re suggested that the wordI believe it has been somewh
all ” in our Constitution adds force to the words “ money

bills.” But Mr. Pinckney thought it necessary to say “ all
money bills of every kind," and with propriety; for, as we
have seen, a money bill is of three kinds, a bill to tax, a bill
of supply, and a bill of appropriation. Either of these fills
the meaning of the term “money bill.” But the principal one
is the tax bill, which, we urge, is, in view of the contempora-
neous discussion, also the money bill of our Constitution.

The Massachusetts Convention to consider the Federal
Constitution met in Boston in
earnest advocate of the restric
Philadelphia Convention, addre

1788. Elbridge Gerry, the
ion upon the Senate in the
ised to it a paper, in which

rr money bill as synonymoushe, too, speaks of the revenue
(see Debates of this Conventi
ton). In his “State of Fact
Gerry says,

hi published in 1856 at Bos-
submitted Jan. 21, 1788,

that the right of expending“It was likewise conceived
should be in proportion to tlthe ability of raising money

that the larger States would have the least security for
their property, if they had not the due command of their
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own purses; that they would not have such command, if
the lesser States in either branch had an equal right with
the latter to originate, or even to alter, money bills; that,
if the Senate should have the power to propose amendments,
they may propose that a bill, originated by the House to raise
one thousand, should be increased to one hundred thousand
pounds,'’ &c., “had this provision been preserved in the
Constitution, and the Senate precluded from a right to alter
or amend money or revenue bills,” &c.

In the Convention, Judge Increase Sumner, afterwards Gov-
ernor (1797-99), said of the clause in the Federal Constitu-
tion, “ Another (security) is, that all money-bills are to origi-
nate with the House of Representatives” (Debates, p. 163).

Theophilus Parsons thus applies the term “ money bills."
Said he, “ It is objected that it is dangerous to allow the Sen-
ate a right of proposing alterations or amendments in money
bills ; that the Senate may, by this power, increase the sup-
plies, and establish profuse salaries,” &c.

“This subject was fully considered by the Convention for
forming the Constitution of Massachusetts; and the provision
made by that body, after mature deliberation, is introduced
into the Federal Constitution.”

Theophilus Parsons knew the worth and value of language,
and was thoroughly conversant with the proceedings and
motives of the Philadelphia Convention.

Mr. Speaker Jewell undertakes to show that Parsons did
not know what he was talking about (House Journal 1808,
p. 398).

He quotes the provision in the rejected Constitution of
1778, Art. 14:

“ The Senate and House of Representatives shall be two
separate and distinct bodies, each to appoint its own officers,
and settle its own rules of proceeding; and each shall have
an equal right to originate or reject any bill, resolve, or order,
or to propose any amendments to the same, excepting bills
and resolves levying or granting money or other property of
the State, which shall originate in the House of Representa-
tives only, and be concurred or non-concurred in whole by
the Senate.”

■‘This provision, it will be seen,” says the Speaker, “is a
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very exact reproduction of the rights of the House of Com-
mons, and of the limitation of the power of the Lords.”

Pretty exact, but not “very exact; ” for we have seen that
the so-called “rights ” took a still wider sweep.

Mr- Jewell goes on to show, that, in the “ Essex Result,”
Parsons severely criticised the rejected Constitution, hut made
no criticism or objection to the article above quoted. He
quotes also to show, that, in the “ Result,” Parsons used the
phrase “ money bills,” &c. “ Each branch hath a negative
upon the other; and either branch may originate any bill, or
propose any amendment, except a money bill, which should
be concuired or non-concurred in by the Senate as a whole.”
“ In this passage,” says Mr. Jewell, “he evidently has given
his construction of the language of the instrument then under
his examination, and treats the phrase money hills as an equiv-
alent to the two classes of bills called ‘ bills and resolves,
levying and granting money,’ ” &c. “ This eminent man was,
as has been said, a member of the Convention of 1779, and one
of the Committee which made the draft of our present Con-
stitution.”

If that “eminent man" used the term “money bills” to in-
clude both bills levying and bills granting money, he spoke
with correctness, as we have noticed again and again; for the
money hill might include both, and might include only one, of
those classes of bills. The term was used, as it is in the
index to the Madison Papers, “as bills about money.” This
reasoning begs the whole question. Did the makers of the
Constitution use the term to mean more, or to mean less,
all kinds of hills containing any thing about money, or the
great Money Bill, the Tax Bill, on the control of which for
centuries English and American liberty had been believed to
hang? As well argue, that because Parsons and many others
use the term “ bills for raising revenue ” as synonymous with
“money bills,” that therefore the bill for raising revenue
includes also the bill granting money, or imposing penal-
ties, &c. Parsons and his associates, who drew our present
Constitution, did not adopt the provision in the rejected Con-
stitution ; for they gave the Senate the power to amend
money bills, instead of compelling that body to accept or re-
ject them as a whole; and, after further reflection, they only
restricted that body, as we suggest, from originating the
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tax bill. And Mr. Parsons, of the Committee of 1779 to
frame the Constitution, and the leader of the Federal Con-
vention of 1788, knew very well what he was saying when he
declared in the latter body that the provision of the Massa-

husetts was in the Federal Constitution.
The meaning in which he thought of the great distinctive

original feature of a money bill is to be found in that speech
of the “Debates” in which he said (Memoir, p. 100,) “a

ney bill is a grant to the king.
It is a curious fact that the origin of the Convention in

Massachusetts to consider the Federal Constitution was in
the Senate itself (see p. 22 of the “Debates”).

The resolutions for the assembling of the Convention
in Senate Oct. 20, 1787, Samuel Adams, President pro-
vide for the travel and attendance of the delegates of the
Convention, out of the public treasury, the same pay as will
be allowed to the representatives therefor this present ses-
sion ; and that the same he defrayed at the public expense

That the Governor is requested, with advice of the Coun-
cil, to issue his warrant upon the treasurer, directing him to
discharge the pay-roll of said Convention out of any moneys
which will then be in the treasury not appropriated.

That, if there shall not be sufficient moneys then in the
treasury for that purpose, the treasurer Is hereby authorized
and directed to borrow sufficient moneys therefor on such funds
of the government as are not appropriated.

In the House of Representatives, Oct. 25, 1787. Ap-
proved. JohnHancock. Read and concurred. James IVai-
ren, Speaker.

And in the Convention journal it is recorded, under date
of Feb. 7,1788, “ Pay-roll made up at .14,199. 25., and resolu-
tion requesting the Governor to draw his warrant therefor.

Every thing in the Constitution shows the two branches are

on an exact equality of origin and power, except as to the
“ money bill.”

As the Senate is to be “ the first branch of the Legislature,”
and the senators would probably be of greater age and sub-
stance than the representatives, they were to have a larger
amount of property as a qualification, and to have been in-

habitants of the Commonwealth for a longer time. As they
will represent a larger amount of property, proportionally,
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and to recognize the element of property in the Constitution,
the senatorial districts are to elect members of the Senate
according to “ the proportion of the public taxes paid by the
said districts.” Whilst the power to levy taxes was conceded
to the popular branch, there certainly could be no objection
to allowing that branch, which more approximately repre-
sented the tax-paying constituency, to amend the tax bills
and originate grants.

And in our time it is seriously proposed to restrict to tax-
payers the exclusive privilege of voting on appropriations.

Every male inhabitant properly qualified “ shall have a
right to give in his vote for the senators for the district of
which he is an inhabitant.” The advisory powers of the old
council are remitted to a new body, the members of which
ire to be chosen on joint ballot by the senators, just as for
merly the councillors were chosen by the representatives ; and
the legislative functions of the charter council are remitted
to the Senate. And yet the Senate, now freely chosen by the
people, are, as to the most important part of legislation, to
have no more power than the charter councillors, on whose
choice the king’s governor formerly frequently exercised his
prerogative of a negative

And this is in the face of the very definition of the Gen-
eral Court, that it shall be formed by two branches, “ each of
which shall have a negative on the other; ” that “ the said
General Court ” shall have full power and authority to impose
and levy proportional and reasonable assessments, rates, and
taxes upon all the inhabitants of, and persons resident and
estates lying within, the said Commonwealth.

And, moreover, the senators, by Chap. 1, Sect. 11, Art. 11,
are actually the only representatives of the inhabitants of
plantations unincorporated who were qualified to assess taxei
upon themselves, and who “shall have the same privilege
of voting for councillors and senators in the plantations where
they reside as town-inhabitants have in their respective
towns.” But under Sect. 111, Art. 2, the corporate tc
alone could elect representatives: and only the resident in
ny town for one year had a right to vote for a representa

tive for the town. Thus, while the House of Representatives
was, in the aggregate, elected by altogether the larger number
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of people in the Commonwealth, yet not all, the Senate was,
in the aggregate, elected by absolutely all the people.

All the four justices, in their opinions, in 1781, use lan-
guage which shows they regard the Senate as a representa-
tive body equally with the House of Representatives: and
they utterly refuse to enter into any comparison which shall
assimilate its position to that of the old charter council;
although it has been doubtless observed that certain of
them fail to understand why even the old council should
have been supposed to represent in the Province the English
House of Lords. Certainly neither in the Constitution nor
in the opinions do we find any reason suggested why the
Senate should be excluded even from participation in levying
or raising revenue. Still less is any presumption to be drawn
from either, or from contemporaneous opinion and expression,
for stretching the exclusion of the Senate from the tax bill,
assigned to the jurisdiction of the House from an unfortunate
deference to traditional prejudice, unreasonable and illogical,
to that vast and multiform claim upon which the House of
Commons in the last century vaunted itself, but which in
this it tries to dock and prune. It is said precedents are of
little avail, because the Senate has even originated tax bills.
Yes; and it appears from the precedents (p. 19), that, in
one session (1782), “the only bills concerning money which
passed and were signed by the Governor originated in the
Senate.”

This only shows how absurd was the original limitation;
still more, that the interpretation of a money bill as a tax
bill being in accordance with history and right reason, and
fully answering to and corresponding with the doctrine of this
country at the time, and the provisions on this subject. Of
the constitutions of all the other States save one (our neigh-
bor, New Hampshire), and with the Constitution of the
United States also, the claim to extend that limitation to a
great and most inconvenient exclusion is extraordinary, and
prejudicial in the extreme.

Thus far we have argued without reference to the prece-
dents since the adoption of the Constitution. But it is well
known that the Senate relies upon a great cloud of witnesses,
already being content to rest its privilege upon such sugges-
tions as have been heretofore presented..
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It is entirely unnecessary to repeat what President Pitman
has so forcibly urged in his opinion (Senate Journal 1869, pp.
849-51) as to the value of contemporaneous exposition, and
the convincing authorities he has arrayed in support of that
position.

Nor is it needful to recite his list of early precedents, some
T which are additional to those recently collected and

printed under the direction of the Senate Committee (Senate
Document No. 253, pp. 19-26 inclusive). The latter list in
eludes one hundred and twenty-two precedents in ten years,
—l7BO-1790, some of which are curious, others instruc-
tive. Such are the resolves for repairing fortifications, build
ing and maintaining light-houses, establishing a mint, raising
forces to put down the rebellion (Shays’s). Elbridge Gerry,
the great advocate for restriction of the Senate of the United
States as to revenue bills, received his pay for services as a
member of Congress through, a resolve originating in the

<T> O O O

Senate (p. 21). Very properly, the Senate (p. 19) originated
the “ bill for levying and collecting taxes in plantations that
are not incorporated; ” being to raise revenue from that por-
tion of the people who were their constituents, and not those
of the House

Of course, the main interest centres in that which Presi-
dent Pitman properly calls the “ test case,” and the whole
history of which he gives from the journals (pp. 346-348).

This was the resolve to pay Samuel Hinckley £3. 18s. 6d.,
which originated in the Senate in 1783, and, after being re-
sisted by the House as a money bill through the larger part
of one session, was concurred in by the House after nine
months’ delay at the next. The amount in this resolve is
erroneously cited as Bs. 6d. in the Senate document (p. 20).

June 13, 1783, is entered in the Senate journal the follow-
ing vote :

“ The question being put, whether it be the opinion
of this Senate that a bill or resolve for granting money out
of the public treasury may originate in the Senate, — that
clause in the Constitution, ‘All money bills shall originatE

assedntatives,’ notwithstandin
venteen out of twenty.”

in the House of R
in the affirmative

On the 14th of October following the journal of the House
ays, “The House took into consideration the right of tin

two branches of the Legislature to originate the grant of
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moneys, and the following was made a question; viz., whether
an order for the payment of any moneys for services, as done
agreeably to an establishment by the General Court, can con-
stitutionally originate in the honorable Senate; which was
voted in the affirmative, ninety-five members present,
sixty-two yeas.”

And, two days after, i.e., Oct. 17, the House sent
up a message to the Senate, requesting that the account
of Hinckley be sent down, and the resolve of the Senate
thereon; “ and, the Hon. Mr. Hale having brought the same
down, the House reconsidered their respective votes of non-
concurrence, and concurred with the original vote of the
Senate, granting to the accountant £3. 18s. 6d.”

On the same day John Hancock approved the resolve, and
the warrant for its satisfaction was drawn Oct. 20.

It will be noticed that the House recognized the Senate
privilege in 1783 by a vote of sixty-two yeas out of ninety-
five present, more than two-thirds.

In 1868, upon the appeal from the decision of Speaker
Jewell in the case of Newman, out of two hundred and forty
votes one hundred and forty-two voted to sustain the decis-
ion ; fifteen voted nay ; and there were eighty-three absent,
or not voting. President Pitman truly says, in connection
with the Hinckley resolve, “And so closed the peaceful war
of the Houses, never renewed, so far as the Chair can dis-
cover, until a period ot over eighty-four years; to wit, in
April, 1868.”

March 11,1785, the Lieutenant-Governor having omitted to
address a message in reference
treasurer by the delegates in C
as the House, “And whereas
acknowledged privilege of the Si
of Representatives, to originate

to a draft made upon the
mgress to the Senate as well
it is the undoubted and

nate, equally with the House
grants of money,” it was,

therefore, “ Declared, that the privilege aforesaid is the un-
doubted right of the Senate, and that the proceedings
aforesaid ought not to be (nor shall the same at any future
time be) drawn into precedent.”

The chief value of the declarations in the House and
Senate in connection with the case of Hinckley, and of the
Senate protest in 1785, is, that the men who made them were
the men who made the Constitution of Massachusetts.
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On the 13th of June, 1783, thirteen members of the Con-
stitutional Convention were actually present as members of
the Senate. They were Samuel Adams of Boston (President
of the Senate), Stephen Choate of Ipswich, Nathaniel Tracy
of Newburyport, Samuel Phillips of Andover, Eleazer Brooks
of Lincoln, Noah Goodman of South Hadley, Jonathan
Smith of Lanesborough, Josiah Stone of Framingham, John
Hastings of Hardwick, Jonathan Warner of Hardwick, Israel
Nichols of Leominster, Ephraim Starkweather of Rehoboth,
and Seth Washburn of Leicester. March 11,1785, ten mem-
bers of the Constitutional Convention were members of the
Senate; John Lowell, and Caleb Strong, who was afterwards
a member of the Federal Convention, senator in Congress,
and governor, being two in addition to those previously
named. Gen. Heath of Revolutionary fame was a member ;

so also was Theodore Sedgwick, who succeeded Caleb
Strong as United-States senator; so also was Tristram Dal-
ton, elected with Caleb Strong, one of the two first senators
of the United States, whofor the tiuo previous years had also
been Speaker of the House of Representatives, 1783-1785.

which deliberately, and after
and declared the equal privi-
;rants of money, sat Tristram
Sullivan, William Phillips,

William Prescott.

And in the House of 1783,
mature consideration, conceded
lege of the Senate to originate \
Dalton, Thomas Dawes, James
Rufus King, Nathan Dane, and

It is quite clear that Speaker
Hinckle} 7 precedent when he g
the case of Newman ; otherwise
pelled him to take some notice i

Jewell was not aware of the
ave his ruling in 1868 upon
■ his candor would have com-
M that and the other earlier

precedents. Indeed, he says (p
usage could be shown, by whk
mediately after the adoption of

. 403), “ If contemporaneous
h it should appear that im
the Constitution, and up t<

the present time, the Senate had originated the appropriation
bills equally with the House, and without objection on the
part of the House, it might aff
the construction of the languag
far as known to the Chair, no si

If it was understood by the fr
money bills included only rev
appropriation bills, why shou.
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of the Constitution. But, so
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Tiers of the Constitution that
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such was not the case seems to the Chair to have resulted
from an acknowledged construction of this clause of the Con-
stitution.”

But such was the ease: and therefore the Speaker has
admitted, unwittingly, that “the acknowledged construction
of this clause of the Constitution ” has recognized the right
of the Senate to originate bills granting and appropriating
money; indeed, all sorts of bills relating to money. This
overwhelmingly appears by the precedents from 1780 to 1790;
by the cases recited by President Pitman; by the list of the
acts and resolves of 1863 and 1864 appended by him (p. 353),
some of them most important in their character, such as the
State-Aid Act of 1866, “under which over two millions of
dollars were drawn from the treasury; ” and, lastly, by the
list heretofore given of such acts and resolves originating in
the Senate the very present session, and, without objection,
concurred in by the House.

Indeed, it is only to petty, trifling resolves that the objec-
tion of the House privilege has usually been interposed. The
great, important bills have gone forward without interruption.
As President Pitman says, “ The argument from usage seems
to be complete. If it be still asked why the general appro-
priation bills, so called, have not originated in the Senate
equally with the House, it is a sufficient reply, that in the
Congress of the United States, where, by the explicit provis-
ion of the Constitution, all bills but bills for raising revenue
may originate in the Senate, it has not been the general
usage for appropriation bills to originate in that branch.”

Mr. Jewell, having the Hinckley case pressed upon him in
186!), after the ruling of President Pitman, endeavors to
belittle the precedent. “In that case,” he says, “the right
of the Senate to originate a resolve granting a trifling sum
for services performed in bringing letters from the western
part of the State was in dispute between the two branches
during many months, and over two or three adjourned
sessions.
“ The Senate, which then stood as the representative of the

money of the State, and into which body men of the highest
standing desired to go, and did go at this time, evidently,
by their mere pertinacity, wearied out the House; and the
House, after a long struggle, yielded to their demand. It
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was simply a struggle as to who could hold out longest; and
the House yielded, as the body largest in numbers usually
will upon a question almost entirely technical.”

Let us commend to Mr. Jewell the opposing opinion of
Alexander Hamilton (or James Madison) in “ The Federal-
ist,” when speaking of the National House of Representa-
tives : “It cannot be doubted that the House, composed of
the greatest number, when supported by the more powerful
States, and speaking the known and determined sense of a
majority of the people, will have no small advantage in
a question depending on the comparative firmness of the two
Houses.”

But the reason given by the Speaker is, we suggest, merely
trivial, and an undeserved slur upon the high character of
those men of the Senate, as well as the House, of 1783.

Does anybody believe that Samuel Adams, Samuel Phillips,
John Lowell, and Caleb Strong, of the Senate of that year,
bullied and browbeat into submission such noble represen-
tatives as William Phillips, Thomas Dawes, James Sullivan,
Tristram Dalton, Rufus King
Prescott? That “privilege”
needs be strengthenedby such

, Nathan Dane, and William
must be weak indeed which
arguments as these.
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JOHN B. D. COGSWELL, President




